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This thesis examines trends in consumcr choice and availability resulting from the 

economic interaction between the Inuit of northern Labrador and their Euro-Canadian 

trading partners from the late eighteenth century to early twentieth century. This analysis 

aims to produce a better understanding of the progressive incorpomtion of Europcan 

goods into Inuit society, as well as the reasons behind product choices. The final rcsults 

of this work are concerned with the relationships between the Inuit, theiT mnterial culture. 

and their Imding partncrs. The sites demonstmte a successive transition to a culture more 

materially hybrid than traditional culture pallems. This included the transition from the 

usc of Euro-Canadian malerinl in traditional Inuit forms to the usc ofEuro-Canadian 

forms within Inuit culture. II also allempts to apply gender thcory 10 an understanding of 

materinl choice within a larger study of Inuit consumerism during this period. 
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Chapter O lle: Introduction 

This thesis ex amines the trends in consumcr choice and availability oftradc 

goods that resulted from the economic imeraction between thc Inuit of nonhcro 

Labmdor and their Euro-Canadian trading panncrs of the late eighteenth century to 

the beginning of the twentieth ccntury. Collections from Komaktorvik ( lhCw- I), in 

Sevcn Islands Bay, and Kongu ( lgCv-7), in Nachvak Fjord (Fi gurc 1.1), both 

located in nonhero Labrador, were examined for this project. Previous analysis of 

archaeological collect ions from these sites has focused on faunal remains. ceramics. 

and pipes and what these materials indicate about individual house practices 

(Jurakic 2007. Swinanon 2(08). With the exccption of Jurakic's (2007) 

comparative study of some material from Komaktorvik and Kongu. this is the first 

analysis in which both sites will be explicitly compared. This analysis aims to 

produce a more complete understanding of the progressive incorporation of Euro

Canadian goods into Inuit society. as well as the reasons behind product choices. 

By considering thcse sites as events within an ongoing process of adoption of ncw 

goods. this thesis seeks to compare larger transitions on a relatively small 

geog'.lphical scale. 
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1. 1: Map of Labrador 



The majority of Inuit groups in non hem lolbrador had similar seasonal 

rounds. Whi le they m3Y h3ve experienced slight differences from one 3nother, in 

geneml they exploited Ill3rine resources on the C03St in the winter 3nd caribou in the 

interior during the summer (Kaplan 1983:2 11). The Kongu 3nd Komaktorvik sites 

are winter settlements. located in fjords. From these locations the Inuit hunted more 

diverse subsistence resources than were available on the outer islands along the 

lolbrador coast (Kaplan 1983:3). Kaplan suggests that the seasonal round practiced 

by the Inuit of Komaktorvik in the late eighteenth and nineteenth century would 

have been almost the same as that of earl ier Inuit occupants of the arcll (Kaplan 

1983:288). Hudson Bay Company (HBC) records for the period of 1869-1906 

indicate that the Inuit in Nachvak Fjord moved up the Palmer River and into the 

interior in the summer to intercept the George River caribou herd (Kaplan 

1983: 198-201). Since the Inui t of Kongu and Komaktorvik were simi lar in culturc 

and had similar subsistence pmctices it can be extrapolated that their historical 

seasonal round wou ld have been comparable to their ancestml one. The links 

between ancestral and more recent life-ways enable an examination of the gender 

organization of society covering a period of just over 100 years. represented by 

these two occupations. The extrapolation of consistency in seasonal rounds suggests 

a similar regularity in the gendered task division that is so imponant in Inuit culture. 

Both men and women possessed a well-organized task list that helped organize their 

subsistence-based life traditions. 

Neither community of Inuit lived adjacent to Euro-Canadian outPOStS and, 

while they adopted some aspects of Euro-Cllnadian culture. the EUTO-Canlldillns did 



not govern them. This is reflectcd strongly in thc Inuit of Nachvak and 

Komaktorvi k's unwillingness to move closer to the Moravian missionaries (Brice

Bennett 1981 :235-236), The Inuit werc traditionally hunter-gatherers, thus an 

undcrstanding of their cnvironment and the specics available to thcm is relevant to 

this study, 

Inuit-European intcmction was spomdic at first. limited to some trading as 

well as plundering of European outposts further south. 10rdan and Kaplan (1980) 

link this type of collection to 11 colonization period in which European goods were 

not always obtained through direct or regu lar contact. Inuit in northern Labrador 

wcrc particularly intcrestcd in iron but as contact between the groups increased, 

their intcrest expanded to include other goods, such as luxury items such as beads 

and ecramics (Kaplan 1983:341). Initi,,1 European contact was with the Basque 

whalcrs and fishcrmcn in the south. "nd later French and English fi shermen, By the 

late eighteen to early twentieth ccnturies, tmde had becomc frequent with two main 

Euro-Canadian partners: the Momvian mi ssionaries and the Hudon's Bay Company 

(HBC) (Jumkic 2007: I). This resulted in an increased incorporation of both Euro

C:madian goods and culture in Inuit life-ways, 

Recent reseurch by lurakic (2007) suggcsts that the HBC may havc becn the 

primary trade part ncr for the Inuit who resided at Kongu beginning in 1824. While 

this marks the beginning of settled trade relationships in the north, the Moravians 

began to sett le in Nain by 1771 and othcr traders wcre tr"vclling furthcr north as 

early as the 1790's (Stopp 2009:6 1). The implications of a stable tmding partner 

may indicatc material culture changes that may be more closcly related to choice 



rather than availability. The Hudson's Bay Company opened a post in Nachvak 

Fjord in 1868. at about the same time as the Inuit abandoned Kongu (Jurakie 2007). 

The closest Moravian mission at this time was Hebron. which was established in 

1831 (Brice-BennclI 1981 :285). Nachvak's HBC post was the closest to the Inuit of 

Komaktorvik and it is possible that the HBC tradcrs 3t this post wcre the laller's 

primary trading panners. 

The likelihood that Inuit were trading with the same Euro-Canadian 

establishment (HBC) in both fjords allows for an effective comp:uison of their 

changing choices through time. Some conclusions may be linked to consumer 

choice. rather than to a distinct change in trading p3nners. [t h3S been suggested 

that the people living in Nachvak and KomaklOrvik may have been the same 

community of Inuit occupying both sites (Kaplan 1983:289). While this is 

hypothetical. it renects a sufficient similarity in cultural elements that may help to 

refine the interpretation of differences observed in collection composition. This is 

in terms of material availability :!Od choice. rather than other community 

differences. when comparing contemporaneous collections in Kongu and 

Komaktorvik. 

Kongu, in Nachvak Fjord. is a historic period Inuit winter settlement. dating 

to the late eighteenth through nineteenth century (Jurakie 2007:84). Nachvak Fjord 

is surrounded by the Torngat Mountains and the Atlantic Ocean. Beginning in the 

fall and through to the spring, the ocean provided Inuit with access to many large 

sea mammals. The Inuit hunted harp. ringed and bearded seals in October and 

November (Kaplan 1983: 199). In the eighteenth century they also had access 10 



bowhead whales, which may have passed through the fjord before it froze over 

(Kaplan 1983: 199). After the iee formed, ringed and bearded seals were hunted at 

their breathing holes and at the Nachvak fX>lynia. while seals and beluga whales 

were available beyond the simi. Birds were avai lable all winter long (Kaplan 

1983: 199). In the spring. the Inuit moved inland to lakes to fish (Kaplan 1983: 136). 

They also humed earibou in the interior from Ju ly to September (Kaplan [983: 136). 

The fjord's marine and terrestrial environments also provided access to black bears, 

fX>lar bears and foxes for fur, Seals were the most common taxon in a faunal 

samp[c from Kongu, comprising the majority of the collection (Swinarton 2008:93), 

while birds and fis h were also harvested (Swinarton 2008:94). The site is located on 

the north side of the fjord approximately half way along its length. and contains the 

remains of seven semi-subterranean houses and other features (Figure 1.2). 

o 

Figure 1.2: Map of Kongu, Nachvak Fjord (Swi narton 2008) 



While Peter Whit ridge and his crews excavated four trenches in 20C14 and 

2005 at Kongu. only two trenches. in the middens associated with House 2, West 

Trench and House 7, East Trench, are considered here, based on their 

contemporaneity to those from KomaklOrvik. 

Features at Komaktorvik. analYLed for this project. were dated based on 

material culture and house architecture. to the early to mid 19th century for House 

I, and to Ihe laic 191h to early 20th century for House 2 (Kaplan 1983). Mountains 

and an extensive river and lake system border Seven Islands Bay where the site of 

Komaktorvik is located. The Inuit hunted seals at the mouth of Ihe fjord. as well as 

bowhead whales before freeze up (Kaplan 1983:288). In the winter. the hunt 

focused more on seals. In the spring Ihey moved to the outer islands, less sheltered 

locations than the bay's interior, 10 take advanlage of fish, walrus, seals, and beluga. 

as well ail birds and bird eggs (Kaplan 1983:288). The fjord provided year round 

access to arctic fox. arctic char and polar bears (Kapt.m 1983: 137). BOlh fjords 

provided access to a wide range of species, which were hunted for subsistence and 

trade. The site of Komaktorvik is located on a sandy spit on Ihe nonheast side of 

Komaklorvik Fjord. There are allenst six Inuit house dusters at Ihe site. along with 

associated features (Figure 1.3). Initial excavations in House I and 2 included tests 

in both houses and middens, while more recent excavation focused only on the 

middens. 
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Figure 1.3: Map of KomaklOrvik. Seven Islands Bay (Whitridge n.d.) 

The material from Komaktorvik was recovered during two different 

excavations. The first was pan of the Tomgm Archaeological Project. Susan 

Kaplan used this material, pri marily excavated by Christopher Nagle, as part of hcr 

PhD research. She was part of a team that test-pined the middcns and external and 

internal aspects of structures. including Houses I and 2. Dr. Peter Whitridgc of 

Memorial University and Dr. James Woolletl of Universitc Laval. and crew further 

investigated these houses in 2007. increasing the amount of archaeological material 



avai lable for analysis. Dates for the house were suggested by Kaplan's work and 

later refined through Jurakic's (2007) analysis of the pipes and ceramics found at 

the site. 

The primary point of access to trade goods for the Inuit living in House 2 

was probably the contemporaneous Hudson's Bay Company OUlpost in Nachvak 

Fjord (Kaplan 1983:285). Material goods for House I in Konmktorvik may have 

been acquired in a similar manner to that of the contemporaneous occupation 

represented by West Trench in Kongu. As suggested by Jurakic (2007), the Euro

Canadian goods from Kongu were primarily obtained through trade with the HBC 

or midd lemen engaged in trade with the HBC. 

Section 1.1 Research Questions 

In an effort to gain a more complete understanding of the changing 

relationship between the Inuit and their trading partners. the intent of this research is 

to answer the following questions: 

I. How did Inuit consumption of trade goods change during the perioo of increasing 

contact wit h Euro-Canadians (late 18th to early 20th centuries)? 

2. Did the Moravian missions and Hudson's Bay Company provide different trading 

opportuni ties and constraints? 

3. Are there significant gendercd patterns in the sons of trade goods that were 

consumed? 

These questions will be answered through the analysis of ex isting collections from 

two sites to determine iftrcnds existed in trading behaviour. 



Thc cxamination of thc collcctions recovcred from Kongu and Komaktorvik 

will be used to dctermine patterns in the acquisition of Euro-Canadian goods (Sec 

Figure 1), Pallcrns dcmonstratcd through thc study of these col lections will be 

compared to a range of comparative material, based on catalogues from similarly 

dated sites. The range of comparati,'c material will help to determine whether the 

results of this siudy resemble those of other Inui t houses from that period oftimc. 

The first goal is to understand differences in the acquisition of goods 

between thc houses at each site. This information will then be compared to 

consumption patterns at ot her contemporaneous Inuit sett lements. Thc m:ltcrial 

collected from West Trench in Kongu :lnd House I in Kornaktorvik can be 

considered cssentially contemporaneous (Whitridgc pers. comm.). East Trench at 

Kongu represents the earliest occupation in this study while House 2 at 

Kom:lktorvik represents the most recent occupation. Anothcr overarching ai m of 

this thesis is 10 determine if the choices made reflect gendered task divisions that 

were pivotal in Inuit culture, ilOd will be discussed in later Chaptcrs. The 

application of gendcr theory in this project will allow for a more comprehensive 

understanding of how those divisions affected, or were affected by, the adoption of 

Euro-Canadian material into their culture. 

The collections are examined through a break down by material type. Initial 

comparisons are between material types within eilch sitc's collection to dcternline 

their relative frequencies. The quantity of anifacts recovered from each location 

varies. I have used percentages of anif<lcts <It each location in an cffon to enable:l 

b<l lanced understanding of thc col lections' compositions. These collections, as 
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organized by percentage of materials. are then compared to a range of comparative 

samples to determine whethcr they rcncct the wider pattern for the Inuit of nonhern 

Labrador during that period. The results from thcse analyses and comparisons arc 

thcn used to discern trends in Euro-Canadian goods acquisition by the Inuit at 

Komaktorvik and Kongu during the eighteenth and nineteenth century_ Whcre 

periods of occupation at each selliemcnt overlap. as with West Trench in Kongu and 

House I in Komaktorvik. these patterns of ani fact use are considered in terms of the 

choices made by site occupants. These also rcnect the availability of trade goods. 

as it is suggested that the residents of both Kongu and Komaktorvik traded with the 

Hudson's Bay Company. though it is likely that both communities traded with the 

missionaries as wel l. 

The other manner of exploring changes in acquisition trends is through the 

use of gender theory. Gullason's ( 1999) work on gendering anifacts in terms of 

their relationship to tasks for the pre-contact and historic period Inuit culture on 

Baffin Island can be extended to these collect ions. Pre-contact Inuit task division 

appears to have been divided along gender lines. an organization that continued into 

the historic period. Gullason's typology was based on the use of ethnography to 

identify male and female tool kits related to various act ivities (Gul1ason 1999:5). 

These gendered associations were then used to see if Inuit men and woman adapted 

differentl y to Euro-Canadian contact through differential consumption of resources, 

or as a result oftask-rclated differences (1999: 126). Gullason's typology is used in 

this project and, where nccessary. augmented with additional hi storical and 

archaeological data. Examination of the results through gender rescarch may 
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indicate whether the choices made in goods acquisition were based on malerial 

availabi lity or were gender and. thus. task-related. 

Section 1.2 Chapter Organization 

Chapter Two is divided into two sections. The first concentrates on a history 

of Inuit-Euro-Canadian interaction in northern Labrador from the sixteenth to the 

nineteenth century. The second section focuses on a history of archaeological 

research in the same area. 

Chapter Three di scusses the two bodies of theory that infonn this project. 

Postcolonial theory suggests that the resu lts of this project can be understood in 

terms of the relationship between Euro-Canadian colonists and the Inuit. 

Meanwhile. gender theory is used to understand the acquisition of goods on a 

practical level as well as to understand the incorporation of those goods into Inuit 

lifestyles. which in tum augments explanations for the choices made. 

Chapter Four focuses on the methodology of this project. The first section 

discusses the location and identification of artifac ts. Further. it focuses on the 

compilation of the resulting data and how this is asscssed through acq uis ition trends 

and gender theory. The second seelion covers the assignment of gender categories 

to the artifacts. and the th ird section ex.plains the process of assembling a range of 

comparative material with wh ich to evaluate the results. 

Chapter Five organizes the results from the testing of the collections and 

comparative samples. The first four sections discuss the results from East Trench. 

12 



West Trcm;h, Housc I lind House 2, respectively. The fifth scction outlincs the 

results of the analysis of compllrative material. 

Chapter Six is a discussion of the results presented in Chapter Five. In this 

section I attempt to explain these results in tcnns of the range of comparative 

material presented in Chllpter Four and three lmtior factors: consumer choice. Inuit 

cultural adaptation strategies. and the availllbiJity of goods from different trade 

panners. This Chapter also endeavors to answer thc questions laid out in the 

introduction. 

Chapter Seven outlines suggested directions for fun her research and 

provides a concluding discussion and overview of the results of this research. 
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Chapter Two: Culture Historicaillackground 

This Chapter addresses two separate topics. The first is a history of Inuit 

and Euro-Canadian interaction in northern Labrador. The second is a history of 

archaeological research in the area, with a focus on the archaeological investigations 

conducted at Kongu and Komaktorvik. 

2.1 History orlnuil-Euro-Ca nadian Contact in Labrador 

"Thule Inuit" is the term uscd in this thesis to rcfer to the Inuit that first 

arrived in Labrador and before regular comact was initiated with Euro-Canadians in 

the eightccnth ccntury. The Thule Inuit had graduaJJy colonizcd the Canadian 

Arctic over the preceding cemuries, and eventually moved south along the Labrador 

coast. arriving in Seven Islands Bay and Nachvak Fjord by the late fiftccmh century 

(Kaplan 1983:218: Schlederman 1971: 17: Whitridge 2005:3). 

These groups' first contacts with Euro-Canadians were sporadic encounters 

with Basque whalers and fishermen in southern Labrador (Kaplan 1983: 154). The 

Inuit made it as far south as Sandwich Bay by the 1600's (Brewster 2005: 122). 

Trade goods would have been moved north to Inuit in places such as Seven Islands 

Bay and Nachvak through Inuit trade networks. This type of contact probably 

continued until the Basque left the coast of Labrador in 1630 (Auger 1991: 15). The 

Basque brought their own goods and repair items for their ships and structures 

associated wilh whaling (Kaplan 1983: 161 ). They did not come for the primary 

purpose of trading with the Inuit and did not purposefully overwinter. Therefore, 

14 



ilccording to archival sources. contact between the Thule Inuit and Basque 

fishermen was minimill (Kaplan 1983: 161). The archileological record indicates 

only slight interaction. suggesting that the Inuit still strongly adhered to their 

traditional Wily of life during this ~riod (Kilplan 1983:56). 

When the Inuit first came into contact with Euro·Canadians. Inuit interest in 

obtaining metals likely encouraged trade. By the 16(X)'s when the Inuit reached 

Hamilton Inlet. they had some French goods (Kaplan 1980:650). The French were 

mandated to trade during their control of southern Labrador during the la te 

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries (Stopp 2002). Iron, in p<u1icular. WilS 

sought more than any other material (Whitridge 2006: 13). It was likely the 

functionality of this material that prompted its widespread adoption. As a material. 

iron was easily worked and maintained in comparison to tradit ional stone blades. 

Emerging trade networks, designed to take advantage of more sustained eont3ct 

with Euro-Canadians in the south. were probilbly related to the Inuit desire for iron 

as well as Euro-Canadians' desire for baleen and other whale products (Whitridge 

2005:3). 

While contact between the French and the nonhern Inuit was nOl face-to

face. the Inuit felt Euro·Canadian demands through their trade networks by the 

1700's. The French desired to obtain seals. baleen. and SC il mammal oi l (Kaplan 

1983:649). There is some evidence that contact between the Inuit and the French in 

the south WilS not always easy, and some hostilities occurred (Auger 1991: 15). At 

times, the French arc reported to have killed Inuit for no reason (Kaplan 1983:167). 
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Significant changes occurred in the second half of the eighteenth century. In 

1752, the Society for the Furtherance of the Gospel sent Moravian missionaries to 

establish a mission in southern ulbrador. When John Christian Erhardt and six 

crew members were killed by the Inuit, it brought an end to the Moravian's first 

mission attempt (Taylor 1974:5). Despite this setback, they did nOi change their 

intentions to preach to the L.ibrador Inuit and in 1769, funded by the Socicty for the 

Furthcrance of the Gospel, they seeured land grants to set up missions to the Inuit 

(Kennedy 1985:266). The main goals of the Moravians were to convert the Inuit to 

Christianity and teach them to read and write (Brice- Bennett 1981 :447). They 

wished for the Inuit 10 remain close to the missions and not travel south to trade 

(Taylor 1972: 139). By the 1770s the Moravians had moved onto the central coast 

of Labrador (Kaplan [983:241). The Moravians' first priority was to spread thei r 

religion to the Inuit. Their conversion mission was f'lirly well received. ,IS the Inuil 

saw Christianity as a continuation of their own faith (K[eivan 1966: 68-69): they 

saw missionaries as shamans and doctors as healers, allowing them to be 

incorpomted within their traditional belief systems. The Moravians did not 

encourage this son of cultural translation. but it made the incorporation of Christian 

faith and ideals into Inuit society easier. The Moravians also limited the 

enforcement of English language use until the twentieth century (Kleivan [%6:81). 

The Moravians spoke Inuktitut while teach ing and during church services. 

However. the Moravians enforced social changes. such as how to raise children, on 

the inuitli ving next to their missions, and discouraged the use of tobacco (Kleivan 

1966:7 1). For those Inuit living ncar Moravian outposts. there were also social 
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restrictions that interfered with traditional social organi zation (Kaplan 1980 :655). 

The Moravians dictated where the Inuit could hunt to keep them dose to the 

mission and discouraged traditional famil y dwellings as they felt that children living 

in such situations would be exposed to examples of improper sex ual and social roles 

(Bricc-Bcnnelt 1981 :339). They encouraged Inuit to live in single-family 

dwellings, which altered paltems of social and economic cooperation within the 

community. With the abandonment of communal houses. hunting proceeds would 

likel y have been distributed differently. Initially the Moravians refused to trade 

firearms. but by 1785. they changed their policy in an effort to entice the Inuit to 

remain faithful in their trade 10 the mission and not go south (Taylor 1977: 17). 

While the way in which the Moravians furthered their goals in Labrador 

changed over the years. there was always a specific four part focus: to convert more 

people to Christianity. to locate the majority of the Inuit population in Ihe north and 

share their gospel with them and to encourage the Inuit to trade with them (Brice

Bennelt 1981 :230). An increase in trade would be financially advantageous for the 

mission as well as give them more influence over the Inuit than if they traded with 

other groups such as the HBC. the other major source of Euro-Canadian goods by 

the early 1800's. 

By the 1820's, the Moravians realized they would need to expand northward 

to continue spreading their re ligious message to the Inuit. They wished to deter the 

Inuit of Labrador from travell ing south where European settlers were willing to 

engage in trade. This expansion was also influenced by the need for trade to 

support the mission and contact the majori ty of the Inuit population (Brice-Bennelt 

17 



1981 :230). This involved northward expansion. so that Inuit would not go south 

where they might come into contact with other traders such as the HBC (Kaplan 

1983: 176) or other religious groups such as the Methodists (Brice-Bennett 

1981:174). 

Moravian missionaries in Labrador were able to secure generous land grants 

from the British Crown. while the HBC acquired land unofficially for outposts 

(Kleivan 1966:127). Representatives and employees of the HBC arrived in 

Labrador by the early I lBO's (Kleiven 1966:127). By the mid nineteenth century. 

both the HBC and the Moravians were pushing northward and were in direct 

competition with each other (Kaplan 1980:655). In 1867. the Moravians huil1 a post 

in Nachvak. but when they returned in 1868 to occupy it. the HBC had also 

established a post there (Kaplan 1983:675). As the HBC was already engaged in 

trading activities. the Moravians withdrew from the fjord. This likely t(X)k place 

after Kongu was abandoned. perhaps for resett lement in Ivitak. a community across 

Nachvak Fjord. This kind of jockeying for locations close to the Inuit demonstrates 

the competition between the HBC and the Moravian missionaries for Inuit trade 

partners. The northward connict of expansion of both groups ended in the 1860's. 

The Moravians ceded representation in Nachvak Fjord and Saglek Bay but opened 

posts in Ramah in 1871. Makkovik in 1896 and Killinek in 1904 (Kaplan 

1983:172). 

In addition to the differences noted above. there were two main trade 

practices that distinguished the two panics. The HBC would only trade in fireanns 

with southern native groups. namely the Innu. not the Inuit (Barr 1994:241). In the 

18 
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1730's they still were not trading guns to the Inuit (Barr 1994:24 1) but by the time 

they opened their post in Nachvak. they were trading in ammunition (Kaplan 

1983: 184) and presumably firearms as well. They did. however. trade in liquor with 

the Inuit (Kleivan 1966: 128). The HBC offered beller prices than the Moravians for 

furs. The Moravians offered significantly less but argued this was in favour of 

being able to provide for people when food was scarce and for their ability to be 

present year round (Brice-Bennctt 1981:321). The HBC was only interested in a 

trade relationship. while the Moravians actively allempted to create a community of 

followers. tlowever. the benefits to lower prices would not be seen for the Inuit 

outside of the mission stations. 

Despite their distance from established POSts. Inuit communities in noohem 

Labrador continued to change. Kongu was abandoned at about thc samc timc as the 

HBC arrived in Nachvak "Jord (Whit ridge 2005:15). Culturally. the Inuit were also 

beginning to change. This is best seen by their matcrial culturc, which inco'lXlrated 

more Euro-Canadian goods over time (Jurakie 2007: 112). 

There also appears to have been a population resurgence of Inuit in 

the eighteenth century during a period when there was a higher degree of inter-

annual variability in environment in addition to mild sca icc conditions (Kaplan 

1983:60; Wooliett2007:77). This came at the same time as an increase in 

Europeans in southern Labrador. producing an increase in available trade goods 

moving noo h through traditional trade nctworks. Such environmcntal and social 

stresses had seri~us effects within Inuit society. For example, there were morc 

polygamous marriages and instances of situational leadership during the eighteenth 
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century. though Ihc Inui! of northern L tbrador maintained basic economic stability 

(Woollen 2007:72.77-81). 

This ecological turmoi l and its social effects continued into thc nineteenth 

century (Bricc-BcnnclI 1981). Fishing and fur trapping increased ilnd groups were 

wealthy enough \0 hunt whales. a relatively high-cost. low-yie ld practice (Woollen 

2007:81). It required considcmblc time to hunt whales and a favourable outcome 

was mre. Europeans would hnve frowned upon these kinds of <le1ivilies. as they 

challenged the Christian cultural ideals the Moravians were trying to insti ll, that 

included a scnlcd existence ncar the mission stalion with fi sh and seals as the 

prim3ry resources (Brice-Bennett 198 1: 139). Both the HBC and Ihc Moravians 

discouraged spending time on procuring resources that did not yield the most valued 

trade goods. encourotging instead fishing and fox trapping (Kaplan 1980:654). 

Subsistence practices eventually changed. wilh more emphasis on trapping and 

fishing for trade (Swinarton 2008:31). 

Cabak and Loring (2000) investigated the Inuit of Nain during the nineteenth 

century and suggested that the Inuit were becoming part of the g lobal economy 

through their increasing interaction with Euro-Canadian traders. As a result of thi s 

trade. Inuit were becoming a hybrid society. combining both new and traditional 

methods and materials for various tasks. However. it wa.s only for those living next 

to a mission or lrading post that life changed dramatically (Graburn and Strong 

1973: [92). While changes were perhaps more visible in those locations. it is 

undenillble that the Inuit of northern Labrador were affected by the presence of 

Europeans during this period. 
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The HBC and Moravian missionaries both ellerted strong. but indirect 

influence on the Inuit who traded with them but did not live with them. Jurakic 

(2007) has suggested that the relationship between the Moravian missionaries and 

the Inuit of Kongu was not particularly friendly. and that the latter may have traded 

with the HBC in Ungava Bay to avoid the Moravians. This seems likely since the 

nonhern Labrador Inuit were known at the HBC post in Ungava Bay (Turner [18941 

2001:176). 

2.2 History of Inuit ArehllrtJlogicai Research in northern Lahrador 

Study of the Inuit in Labrador has been ongoing since the early twentieth 

century. The second half of this chapter focuses on this past research in nonhern 

Labrador. specificall y research conducted at Kongu and Komaktorvi k. This section 

is organized temporally, discussing each of the relevant researchers. their 

geographic focus and the results of their research. 

William Duncan Strong was the first archaeologist 10 conduct extensive 

resean;h in Labrador. begi nning in the 1920's (Kaplan 1983: 13). His focus was on 

the Inuit of the central coast. and archaeological s ites within the communities of 

Nain and Hopedale. His research was never completed. and his collections left 

stored at the Smithsonian Institution. unanalyzed and unpubl ished. 

Junius Bird published the results of excavations at five s ites in the Hopedale 

area (Bird 1945: 125). He focused on excavat ion and testing of32 houses and 

a.;;sociated middens of various Inui t selllcments. 1·li s team was small. consisting of 

himself. his wife. and an Inuit guide. Therc were several imponam resullS from his 
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research. The first was that during a period of sporadic or restricted contact, iron 

was conserved and only used for knife blades. He also suggested that. as of 1753. 

Euro-Canadians were slill trying to Ir.tde "hoop iron" to the Inuit. Hoop iron was 

si mpl y the bands that were used to keep barrel staves together. He determined that 

while these still had trade value in northern Labrador, by this point Ihe Inuit in 

southern Labrador wanted complete tools (Bird 1945: 127). 

Douglas Leechman's research concentraled on the Killinek and Bulton 

Islands rcgions of far northcm Labrador. He was looking for evidence of Inuit 

migrations in the Arctic (Leechman 1945:3), and partially excavated four houses 

with the aid of an Inuit crew. 

Vanio Turner was the next anthropologist to conduct research in northern 

Labrador. He headed the Finland-Labrador Expedition in 1937 and the T:mner 

Labrador Expedition in 1939 (Kaplan 1983: 17). These resulted in outl ines of the 

geography, life and customs of the people of Labrador, which were published in two 

volumes in 1947. The first focused on the geology and geography of the area. while 

the second focused on the people, both First Nations and Inuit, and their 

acculturation. 

Charles Elton worked more from a biological and historical point of view 

than from an archaeological one. He compi led excerpts from Moravian 

missionaries' texts and incorporated them into an understanding of the climate and 

faunal changes over time (Elton 1942). 

Kleivan published The Eskimos of Northeast Labrador in 1966, focusing on 

the rel ationship between Moravians and Inuit, with a positive bias towards the 
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Moravians. Kleivan concentrated on schools. the use of [nuktitut. and Inuit history 

in Labrador (K[eivan [966). 

Pmrick Plumet. in 1967. was the next researcher to conduct work in nonhcrn 

Labrador (Kaplan 1983: 19). Hc mapped both Dorsct and Inuit settlcmcnts betwecn 

Nonh AukllSivik Island and thc Button Is[ands He also diseussed burials and the 

relationships between diffcrcnt populations. 

James Tuck was the first rescarchcr from Memoria[ Univcrsity to study thc 

Inuit in nonhcm Labrador (Tuck 1975). Hc initially focuscdon Maritime Archaic 

and Palcocskimo sitcs in Saglek Bay betwcen 1969 and 1971. cxcavat ing morc than 

24 structures in the area. Hc conccntratcd on Upcrnavik Island sitc K and Rose 

Island sites E and W. but only thc Upcmakvik Island location was Inuit 

Pctcr Schledcrman's study focused on thc Thulc Inuit. which resulted in an 

M.A from Mcmorial Uni vcrsity (1971) and a 1976 anidc. He cxcavated three 

communal houses. dating to the sevcntecnth through carly twcnticth centuries. lie 

focused on the determination of the timing of Inuit arrival in utbrador (whether it 

occurrcd before or aftcr contact with Euro·Canadians). as well as changes in house 

styles (Schledcrman 197 [: 19-20). 

Steven Cox conducted research in nonhcrn Labrador between 1974 and 

1975 (Kap[an 1983: 27). Hc worked primarily in the Okak region and constructed 

cultural chronologies from a range of comparative matcrials as wcll as describing 

the subsistence settlement systems for both Thule and historic Inuit groups, He 

documented five Inuit sod houses, induding Okak-l. 
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William Fitzhugh and Richard Jordan led a group of researehers, including 

Susan Kaplan, in the Torngat Archaeological Project (TAP), in 1977 and 1978 

(Fitzhugh et al. 1979, Fitzhugh 1980). The TAP had six primary objectives: 

"( I) studies of present and past environmental variation; (2) determination of 
local culture history; (3) reconstruction 0 settlement and subsistence 
patterns; (4) relation of northern utbrador culture history and adaptations to 
external regions; (5) investigation of processes of culture change; and (6) 
assessment of archaeological potential and si te conserva1ion status. 
(Fitzhugh 1980: 586-587)" 

As well, Fitzhugh investigated the processes of culture change and 

conducted an assessment of the potcntial for furthe r archaeology. He felt that the 

results of the project could demonstmte the influence of contact lind nlltuml 

variables on culturc change (Fitzhugh 1980: 6(4). Fitzhugh also suggested that 

while sites were currently stable in northern Labrador, excepting erosion in the 

Killinek region. they would not remain so forever. He suggested further researeh be 

conducted in the lIrea before the resources wcrc lost. As part of the TAP. Stcphcn 

Loring worked in Nachvak Fjord. and Christopher Nagle led a crew in Komaktorvik 

Fjord (Fitzhugh et <II. 1979:2-3). Richard Jordan WllS on the crew in Komaktorvik 

.md tested winter houses. suggcsting nineteenth lind twentieth century dates for the 

site. Fitzhugh's finlll conclusion WllS thllt there WllS II complctc sequence of the 

Labmdor Inuit on the Torngat coast from the early contact period unt il the twentieth 

century. 

KlIplan's PhD researeh focused on the Inuit of northern Labrador. The 

primary goals of her researeh wcre \0 devclop II culture history and in\'esligate the 
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environmental and economic context of contact with Euro-Canadians (Kaplan 

1983:32). She was panicularly interested in how long-term contact affected 

economic and social organization. One of the sites she investigated was 

Komaktorvik. and some of the material she collectcd thcre has becn integrated into 

this project. 

There was relatively lillie archaeological activity in nonhern Ltbrador after 

the TAP. Whitridge of Memorial University initiated research at Nackvak Fjord in 

2003. and conducted the first fieldwork at Kongu in 2004. He tested midden 

deposits next to houses in 2004 and 2005 and. on that basis. suggested that the site 

represented a late eighteenth through mid nineteenth century selll ement that had 

been effectively abandoned by 1870. whcn the Ii BC arrived (Whitridge 2(05). li is 

work also suggested that metals were much more imponantthan ceramics in the 

first centuries of trade. li is work at Kongu was used by studcnts to produce two 

Masters theses related to the site (Swinarton 2008: Jurakie 2(07). 

Jurakic (2007) examined collections from Kongu and several other sites. 

ineluding Komaktorvik , for her thesis research. lier studies focused on analysis of 

the ceramic and pipe assemblages from the sites. She determincd likely dates for 

the sites that arc relevant to this project. including 1·louses I and 2 from 

Komaktorvik (\832-33. based on the TAP collections) and the East Trench (1839-

41) and West Trench from Kongu ( 1837) (Jurakic 2007:84). She examined the 

assemblages 10 look at the relationship between cultural contact <lnd identity. lier 

project examined the ide<l that the historical record relating to Kongu expressed the 
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Euro-Canadian perspective on the Inuit, and that archaeology provided access to the 

way the Inuit perceived themselves. 

Swinarton (2008) conducted a faunal analysis that employed ethnography 

and spatial patterning. Her research looked at Nachvak Village, a mostly precomact 

settlement. and Kongu. She noted that hunting practices changed in the historic 

period, as Inuit moved from subsistence hunting practices to hunting for trade. 

In 2007 Whitridge and Woollctt led excavations at Konmktorvik. Part of 

thei r research there included the testing of middens near Inuit winter houses, 

including Houses I and 2. The material recovered from these houses forms part of 

the basis for this project's research in northern Labrador. 

Archaeological and anthropological research ha~ been ongoing through 

various interdisciplinary undertakings. The general goal has been to gain a well

rounded understanding of the history of the Inuit in Labrador. There is useful 

information to be gained from historical sources, which. combined with 

archaeology. potentially provides a less biased view of the Inuit and their interaction 

with Euro-Canadians, as in Jurakic 's (2007) study. 

The researchers discussed above have one principal interest in common. 

Thcy all sought a greater understanding of the complexity of Labrador Inuit Jives. 

and they were able to provide a clearer picture of many of the concrete aspects of 

the Inuit past. In the following theory section I hope to interpret these 

archaeological contributions with the usc of contemporary theory to document how 

the intnxluction of Euro-Canadian goods had profound effects on Inuit 

communities, and not only on their material culture. 
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Chapler Three: Theory 

There are two main bodies of theory that permeate this project: gender 

theory lmd postcolonial theory. This chapter is divided into two sections that 

address each one in turn. Each section addresses the basic principles of the theory 

and its application to the interpretation of results from this project. 

Postcolonial theory is primarily used. in this context, to understand the 

relationships between Euro-Canadians. operating as the colonizers, and the Inuit. as 

the colonized. This project focuses on the development of that relationship through 

continued interactions over the period of time represented by the sites of Kongu lind 

Komaktorvik. 

Gender theory is the study of the social construction of gender and its role in 

society. Specifically. the focus of this project is on the more recent emphasis in 

gender theory. which seeks new frameworks to answer questions about gender and 

rethinks the position of material objects in a society (Sorensen 2007:77-78). Gender 

theory is used to address two issues. From a practical perspective it informs lin 

examination of task organization and the usc of Euro-Canadian goods within Inuit 

societies. Theoretically, it informs an understanding of how gender influenced and 

was influenced by the choice and incorporation of Euro-Canlldian goods within 

Inuit material culture. 
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3.1 Postcolonial Theory 

An understanding of the nature of colonialism is essential for understanding 

the postcolonial perspective. Colonialism refers to the situation in which a state 

controls a group of other people. defined by cultural and ethnic differences. for 

exploitative purposes (Silliman 2005:58). In the present case. when the Moravians. 

and to a lesser degree the liBC. came into sustained contact with the Inuit. they 

attempted to control various aspects of Inuit society. As discussed in Chapter Two. 

the relationship between EUTo-Canadians and Inuit was a dynamic one, and the 

interaction changed with each group with whom the Inuit came into contact. 

The degree of control possessed by the HBC and Moravians was determined 

through geography. While the Moravians had direct control over those within their 

community, Inuit outside that geographical area exercised more complete control 

over their lives. The innuence of the HBC on Inuit society in its geographical 

vicinity did not extend to Kongu or Komaktorvik. All innuence within these groups 

is of an indirect kind. through contact between groups and intermediary trading. 

Thc patterns represented by trade with Europeans and Euro-Canadians 

addresses similar questions to those explored by John Bennett in the prairies. which 

Kaplan and Woollen have examined in Inuit senings (Bennett 1969: Kaplan 

1983:36: Kaplan and Woollen 2000:352). The basic premise behind Bennell's work 

is that individuals. the Inuit of Komaktorvik and Kongu in this case, make decisions 

to address immediate problems. These decisions multiply over time to create 

pallems called adaptive strategies. Over the long term. these strategies may lead to 

larger changes within a culture called adaptive processes. This project examines the 
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malerial culture from Komaktorvik and Kongu to establish the adaptive strategies at 

these sites. Since the assemblages from Kongu and Komaktorvik represent a 

temporal progression of site occupation, they provide a window on adaptive 

processes during long-term Inui t cont<tct with Euro-Canadians. 

Colonial ism usually resu lt s in a hybridi zation of indigenous cultural 

clements and ones adapted or adopted from the coloni zing group. in this case 

possibly through adaptive strategies and processes. Originally onl y seen as a one 

way incorporation, recent research has focused on the exchange of goods and 

cultural traits between bot h parties (Lyons and Papadopoulous 2002:5). [n this case. 

hybridization refers to Ihe mix of cultu ral elements from traditional Inuit and Euro

Canadian cult ures that are visible in the material record. or can be inferred from il. 

Thi s is one area in which postcolon ial and gender theory can be applied in 

conjunction to form a better understanding of the ways in which Inuit and Euro

Canadian culture related to e<tch other. This project suggests. through the use of 

gender theory, reasons for the observed pallems in the Inui t acquisi tion of Euro

Canadian goods. Postcolonial theory helps us understand these trends as a 

renection of cultural choice rather than enforced cultural transfer. 

To view the relat ionship between the Inuit and Euro-Canadian traders in a 

postcolonial framework, it is important to see coloni zed peoples as active 

participants in their relationships wilh their colonizers (Lyons and Papadapoulous 

2002:5). As a result. research should foc us not only on the Euro-Canadi:m goods 

that the Inuit would have chosen to incorporate into their activities. but also on thcir 

social or practical reasons for doi ng so. This quest ions whether the Inuit passively 
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accepted what was available through tmdc, or if their use of those trade goods 

tr.msformcd their initial purpose. This is not simply about the contact between 

groups bUI aboullhe hybrid result of il (Gosdcn 2001:242). The usc of postcolonial 

theory aids in the interpretation of nOI only whut the colonizers wanted from the 

subsumed peoplc. bUI of how those colonized people ad<lplcd to and interacted wilh 

thcncw culturc. 

i nitially, Euro-Canadian goods may have made their way imo [nui1 culture 

through theft or from abandoned Euro-Canadian locations ( Kaplan 1983:56). 

However, in more recent periods. such as the nineteenth century, tmdc became more 

important and was actively pursued at trading posts :md missions. The emphasis in 

these relationships should not be on the initial meeting, but rather on the results of 

contact. It should focus not only on what the Inuit chose to incorpor.lle into their 

society. but also on if and how such things were altered, physically or 

metaphorically, to fit into the cultural space into which they were insened. 

Examining a heterogeneous culture within the postcolonial framework 

enables a longer-term examination of cultural contact. Indeed. the idea of cultures 

making 'contact ' is a tenninological problem for three main reasons (Silliman 

2005:56). First, it emphasizes shon-term contact. In thi s case study, the Inuit began 

interacting with the Basque shonly after they arrived in Labrador and have 

continued to interact with Euro-Canadians and their descendants up to the prescnt 

day. There was more than shon-term contact between Inuit and various Euro

Canadian groups, and all had long-term effects. The second concern is that the 

word 'contact' downplays the imponance of the interaction between groups. It 
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suggests that imer,l(; tion was a singular evcnt without cultural conscqucnccs. As 

discussed above, it is important to not regard the Inuit as passive partners in 

interactions with Euro-Canadian tradcrs. Historically, Inuit possessed a dynamic 

cu lture whose amalgamation of Euro-Canadian ,l11d traditional Inuit matcrial culturc 

resu lted in changing definitions ofwlmt it meant to be Inuit. The third issue ra ised 

by Silliman (2005) is that 'culture contact' emphasizes the original cu lture traits over 

Ihe hybrid ones that emcrged later. While it is important to understand thc 

traditional forms of Inuit culturc, it is cqually important to address the changes. 

Emphasis should not be placed on either culture's original traits over those thai 

developed through time with the incorporation of matcrial goods and ncw styles of 

living. 

An cmphasis on hybridization focuses on the importance of how objects 

incorporated into another culture are re-contextualized. Harrison (2002) suggests 

that the exchange of Objects changes how they are perceived. The focus of this 

project is on the articles of Euro-Canadian manufacture that the Inuit adopted and 

the outcome of their incorpomtion. Changes to be considered include not onl y what 

the Inuit chose to incorporate over time, hut also how thesc items were used. 

In considering the re-contextualization of goods. identification of the 

material and its uses arc key. It is also important to situate that material within an 

understanding of the changi ng cuhure. In postcolonial archaeology it is important 

to make the distinction between matcrial cu lture and culture. Matcrial cu lture can be 

seen as a physical representation of society (S illiman 2005:68). The communities of 

Kongu and KomaklOrvik contain cxamples of the changcs Inuit society went 
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through as a result of extended contact. both direct and indirect. with Euro

Canadians and their culture. The material culture collected from archaeological 

excavation allows this project to examine those changes. 

Harrison suggests that by using Euro-Canadian goods in a novel fashion, 

these goods became recycled symbols for a new hybrid system, with links to 

traditional forms (Harri son 2002:372). Cabak and Loring's (2000) findings from 

their study of a midden in Nain suggest that the use of hollow vessel wares may be 

evidence of the ineorpor<ltion of new goods to fill traditional roles (ie. the use of 

iron to f<lshion endblades instead of the traditional stone). Jurakic's (2007) study of 

the ceramics recovered from Kongu and Komaktorvik also suggests this 

hybridization of material culture. If these instances of reuse hold true for the 

ceramics from these sites, it is possible that the same ideas may be applied to other 

e lements of material culture. 

Choices that link the past and present through material culture may be seen 

as a rencction of change in social organization. Social norms are usually 

maintained despite small shifts in social practices that would occur through the 

incorpomtion of new material (Lyons and Papadapoulous 2002: I). So, if large-scale 

changes are apparent in the materi<ll cu lture of a society. it should suggest 

substantial social change. Archaeological research into these changes increases our 

knowledge of such adaptations, beyond what ethnographies can provide. Harri son's 

(2002) work with Australian Aborigines in a colonial situation sheds light on Inuit

Euro-Canadian interaction in northern Labrador. The groups Ihat he studied were 

involved in a long-term eross-cultur<ll encounter that resembles those of the Inuit in 
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mission and outpost setl ings. but the most relevant correlation is thc 

rccontexlualizalion of material objects during that process. Primary examples of 

this will be tools produced using Euro-Canadian material. The presence of those 

materials in raw form is also important. For example. fragments of hoop iron 

indicate an intention to use those items in some form or to create something new. 

Further. Harrison suggests that the incorporation of a colonizer's material cu lture 

may affect the power structure of a community (Harrison 2002:366): '·Cross

cultural material exchanges arc thus a powerful site for understanding the localized 

experiences and consequences of settler colonial ism" (Harrison 2002:372). Studies 

of material culture hybridiz<ltion provide insight into the complex interactions 

between colonizer and colonized societies. 

The cuhural development that stems from amalgamation may not always be 

one-sided (Sill iman 2005:65). The Inuit of Kongu <lnd Komakwrvik represent over 

onc hundred years of continuous but indirect contact with the HBC and the 

Moravian missionaries. During that period. it seems unrealistic to expcetthat Euro

Canadians would not have adopted some aspects of Inuit culture as they adapted 10 

the harsh conditions of northern Labrador. While thc Moravian missionaries did not 

marry inw Inuit cu lture. early Euro-Canadian traders and their erews did (Kennedy 

1985:273-274). The interaction between the Inuit and Euro-Canadians ch:mged both 

cu ltures in Labrador and even created new ones through their offspring (Kennedy 

1985:273-274). 

This kind of complex interaction. initiated through trade. aided in bringing 

Inuit groups into a global economy as well (Cabak and Loring 2000:2). Cabak and 
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Loring suggest that the Inuit of Nain would have been engaged in such wider 

interactions, and not just in a purchasing or trading capacity. Interaction affected 

the kinds of Euro-Canadian gCKXIs that were imported. as well as providing gCKXIs 

desired for Euro-Canadian markets. 

In spite of the incorporation of Euro-Canadian materials and social practices 

into Inuit li fe. the Inuit did not completely lose their identity. There arc very 

distinct differences between pre-contact and historic Inuit culture, but the 

tnmsformation was gradual. As a result of continuous contact with Euro·Cmadian 

traders. a hybrid society developed. which is reflected in the material culture. 

Archaeologists can examine the palterns of material culture change to identify 

changes within the fabric of a community. One example of this in northern regions 

is the relationship between periods of continuous light and dark and the activities 

associated with them. As discussed below, divisions in Inuit society arc between 

gendered tasks but also defined seasonally with different activities taking place at 

particular times of year. This kind of organization did not always translate well 

when the Inuit adapted to the Euro-Canadian·inspired practiccs carried out ncar 

mission stations (Bordin 2002:51). Euro-Canadianscontinued with work regardless 

of light Icvels whereas within Inuit culture. activities were changed to incorporate i1. 

This created social friction based on the amount of time spent on tasks within 

mission·organized communities. This kind of conflict of cu ltural values happened 

repeatedly as Inuit groups embraced more and more Euro-Canadian activities in 

distinctive fashions. Uowever. groups living outside the confines of mission 

stations and trading posts would not have experienced the same pressures (Kennedy 
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1985:269). These social transformations arc apparent through the inco'1'Oration of 

Euro-Canadianelcmcntsin Inuit matcrial culture. 

As Euro-Canadians settled in Labrador and increasingly intemcted with the 

Inuit. they developed new perceptions of Inuit society. Guemple (1995: 17) suggests 

that the idea of male dominance within Inuit society may have been a misconception 

of Euro-Canadian \mdcrs and missionaries during thei r interactions with the Inuit. 

These opinions were shared with the rest of the world and had long-tcrm effects on 

the development of Inuit-Euro-Canadian interaction. The establ ishment of 

missions, in tum, would havc affected thc social, economic, and ideological aspects 

of Inuit culture (Cabak and Loring 2000:4). While the groups at Kongu and 

Komaktorvik were nOl living in 11 mixed community, like those in Nain, they were 

nevertheless changing to inco'1'Orate interaction with westerners. Swinarton (2008) 

suggests thatthcre was a change in the hunting practices at Kongu over time that 

reflected increasing harvesting for trade. Since the Inuit living in Komaktorvi k 

were similar bolh culturally and materially to thosc living in Kongu, it may be Ihat 

they 100 were moving away from predominantly subsistence-oriented harvesti ng. 

3.2 Gender T heory 

The first application of a gendered approach in this project is a pmctical 

rather than a theoretical one. Gendenheory was used by Gullason (1999) 10 

develop a gendered artifact list based on Inuit ethnographies. A more complete 

explanation of this approach is presented in the methodology Chapter. The 

followi ng paragraphs explore gender theory and its applicability to this project. 
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Gender theory arises from a desire 10 situate women in interpretations of 

human interaction in the past (Conkey 2003 :5). That desire to include women gave 

rise to the investigation of women's roles in the past. which also had implications 

for archaeological manifestations of men and other social actors (Nelson 2004:5). 

Gender theory developed through three stages: a critique of androccntrism in 

science, an emphasis on research that focused on women, and a broader re thinking 

of subject fields (Wylie 1991 :31). This redefinition can be seen as the "coming of 

age" of gender research (S0rensen 2000;6). Gender is now seen as something that is 

socially constructed, and as a result. it is not a stand-alone concept but one that must 

be contextually incorporated into research (Sl'lrensen 2000:7). Gender is socially 

detined, with roles, behaviours, and activities assigned to it (Nelson 2004:3), 

To properly understand gender attributes it is necessary to create an 

appropriate organizational framework (Ackerman 1990:209), which must be both 

theoretical and practicaL From a theoretical standpoint, this requires a basic 

understanding of what gender theory is and how it pertains 10 the research question. 

This thesis focuses on gender as a social construct that is also rclevant for 

understanding symbolism and ideology in a society (Wylie 1991 :36, Sprenscn 

2007:77). Inuit culture placed social emphasis on gender differences in task 

di stribution (Guemple 1995: 19). The incorporation of novel material culture as a 

reOection of tasks. can be indicative of social change. Thi s social change. 

represented within material cult ure. enables a more detailed. site intensive study of 

gender within Inuit society. The study can also contribute to our understanding of 
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the link betwcen thc gendercd Inuit world and their spiritual one. as discussed in the 

literature (McGhee 1994. Bordin 2002. Whitridge 2004). 

The O1her application of gender theory addresses the assumption that all 

genders are uniformly constructed. Wylie expresses concern over imerpretations 

that treat gender as a uniform concept (199 1 :40). Societies may not have identical 

ways of defining or organizing gender within their cu lture. Gender comparison 

betwcen cultures is thus 11 cause for caution. This project addresses Wylie's concerns 

through the use of two simi lar groups, who were members of the same cu lture. 

Similarly. related to Wylic's conccrns about inter-cult ure comparison . is 

S!:)renscn's suggestion that the use of material culture as identifiers of the diverse 

aspects of a gender and its role within society is problematic (2007:99). 

Involvement in different activities. both economically and socially. would affcct 

how groups organized culture and gender. A wealthier group may foster different 

social roles th.m an economically disadvantaged one. The Inuit study groups chosen 

for this research were both living in similar geographicallocat ion~. had acccss to 

s imilar resources and Ih'cd a s imilar distance from Euro-Canadian trading panners. 

Their material culture should still have becn traditional cnough to allow for an 

observation of gender within each social group and betwecn cach social community, 

this provides a degree of uniformity for the project's comparisons. 

Material cu lture is critical to gender research in archaeology. Most objects. 

whcther through thcirown inherent qualities or through repetitive associations, 

become gendered (S!:)rensen 2000:89). For example, the continuous use of harpoons 

by men has rendered the harpoon he<ld a m"le anifact in archaeologists' minds, 
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associated with male activities. These objects can then be used to understand the 

construction of gender within the culture from which they derive. The anifact 

make-up of a site can be indicative of a culture's emphasis on cenain activities and 

their related gender roles. 

Close attention is paid here to Nelson's four principles for "engendering" 

research (2004:39). The first principle is to make sure that research docs not focus 

on specific gender differences, but on the entire constitution of gender within 11 

society. The second is 10 consider the division of labour as a question, not a given. 

While much emphas is is put on the gendered division of labour within Inuit society. 

it is also imJXJrtant 10 recognize that various tasks may not have been performed by 

only one gender. The third is to question the public/private dichotomy of gender 

where possible. though this division may not be present in some cul1ural seu ings. 

The last principle suggested by Nelson is to avoid homogenizing either women or 

men. Not every person is involved in the same activities or performs the same 

tasks. These guidelines are kept in mind when developing the implications of 

gender theory. discussed funher in the methodology Chapler. 

Examining genders as heterogeneous helps 10 support Wylie's argument that 

researchers need \0 focus more on internal and local organizi ng principals 

(1991 :34). If we understand how gender influences society. and vice versa, it 

supports a more integrated understanding of how life was organized within a 

community, thereby enriching our understanding of Inuit society. Jean Briggs 

examined gender roles within an Inuit household in northern Cunada. diseussing 

how those roles were so closely related that when one person was missing it altered 
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the entire range of activity in the house (Briggs 1970). Social practices are a 

reflection of ideology. T hi s project focuses on the motives behind the acquisition of 

Euro-Canadian goods to aid in understanding the changing gender dynamics of the 

communities of Kongu and KomaklOrvik over time. 

Task oriented gender divisions shaped Inuit societ ies across the Arctic 

(Bordenhom 1990; Briggs 1974; Grabum and Strong 1973; Gullason 1999; 

Hennebury 1999; 1011es and Kaningok 1991 :24: Park 1989: Taylor 1972). Women 

were primarily associated with the home and with activities that could be completed 

nearby. They were responsible for the care of children. hide preparation. 

sewing/knilling, and other clothing manufacture and repair. They were responsible 

for the care of the lamp. a central physical and metaphorical aspect of the horne 

(Whitridge 2004; Briggs 1970). They were also considered responsible for the 

cooking of food and its distribution within the family, and for the construction of 

covers for umiaks. kayaks and tents. 

Men were responsible for the construction and maintenance of most tools. 

This included both items made from traditional and Euro-Canadian materials. They 

bui lt the frames for kayaks and umiaks. which the women covered. Their o ther 

main responsibility was hunting to support thei r household and community. It is 

important to note that, while this conventional task division helped organize socie ty. 

activities could be completed by either gender. For example a woman could ki ll a 

caribou even though it was tradit ionally a male task. 

Thi s thesis will endeavor to detemline if this gendered labour divis ion 

in fluenced the material culture that was obtained from Euro-Canadian trading 
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panners. The "pplicalion of gender theory allows a nuanced understanding of how 

divisions of labour and malcriill cuh ure affected and were affected by consumer 

behavior. 

Despite its short 25-ycar history, gender theory in archaeology has branched 

out into many subfields. including childhood (Nelson 2004: I ). Whi le searching for 

women as a forgotten group in the past, other neglected groups have come 10 

researchers' attention. This application suggests possibilities for understanding 

some or the composition within the collections from Kongu and Komaktorvik. The 

presence of chi ldren in Ihe archaeological record was one of these neglected 

subfields. This thesis focuses on adult gender distinctions within the material 

culture, bUllhc presence of chi[drcn is recognized through the identificat ion of toys. 

Childhood archaeology helps to enrich our understanding of the change and 

progression of society across gencrations (Baxtcr 2005: 10-11). 

Early trade with the Inuit renected reigning Euro-Canadian ideas about 

gender. For example. in the eighteenth century. British sailors brought sewing 

needles for the women and hunting equipment for the men (Barr [994:24 [). h is 

possible that these distinctions were made because of the way that Inuit tasks were 

dividcd along gcndcr lincs but also that tmde goods were sclected based on the 

Euro-Canadians' own soc ial values. In gcndered Inuit social roles. ncedles were 

always associated with the female task of sewing (Bri ggs 1974:274). While there 

are no direct examples of female traders from either Kongu or Komaktorvik. Inuit 

women have been instrumenta l in trade during the contact and trade periods (Stopp 

2009). Ethnographies from all over the world. including Nonh America. also show 
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examples of women as truders (Nelson 2004: 109). Thus, the possibility of material 

being procured by truders of both genders should be considcred whcn analyzing the 

choicc of Euro-Canlldian matcri;tls. 

Briggs' cthnographic researeh in the Canadian arctic suggests that Western 

goods obtaincd through tradc wcre restric tcd to the things that would h:l\'c been 

useful in a hunting camp (Briggs 1974:263). The cXllmination ofthc collections in 

this study revcals:m initial emphasis on practical items for the communities of 

Kongu in thc eighteenth ccntury and Komaktorvik in the early ninetecnth ccntury. 

This, howcver, changed over lime, through increascd access to Euro-Canadian 

goods as well as a change in hunting practices (Jurakic 2007; Swinarton 2(08). 

This may be due to changes in the n:llure of interaction between Euro-Canadians 

and Inuit groups. As the Inuit became more involved in trade and the Western 

economy. their choices of material culture would have become more important 

(Cabak and Loring 2000). The materlllis thllt they sought in return for their trude 

goods reflccted communities' choices. rather than gencml goods from Europe. 

Gender thcory helps provide a more comprehensivc understanding of the 

changes th:1I took place in tool acquisition ovcr timc. lt is possible that gendcr may 

be more rigidly exprcssed in material culture than it was in practicc (Sorensen 

2000:81). For example, whilc awls arc identificd as femllie goods in thesc 

col lections, it is possible that othcr social actors occasionally used them. Gullason's 

(1999) work was based on a combinat ion of ethnography and archacology. and hcr 

gendered artifact lists attemptcd to marry both disciplines for a more impartial 
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interpretation. This makes it an appropriate guide for assigning gender to artifacts 

in this project. 

Gullason's ( 1999) work on Ihe application of gender to Inuit culture through 

archaeology is particularly relevant \0 this project. Her focus was on the Inuit of 

Baffin Island, located in the Eastern Arctic. immed iatel y north of L lbrador. She 

excavated houses and examined the resulting col lections to dClcnnine if it W<lS 

possible to organize material by gender and to sec changes in its effects over lime 

(Gullason 1999:i). 

The marked gender division of labour makes this a sensible starting point for 

invest igating Inuil soc iety. This gender system is relevant to archaeology in three 

main ways: through labour organization. soci al relations betwccn genders and Ihe 

association of raw material wilh gender (Gullason 1999:73). Gullason argues Ihal in 

labour organizalion the social relationships belween women and men, and Inuit 

gcndcring of raw material usc, are of key imponance. 

Gullason's ( 1999) thesis focused on Ihe gendering of anifacts in re lat ion 10 

activities. and in pan icular whelher the usc of Euro-Canadian goods was as 

egalilarian as some elhnographies suggest (Gul lason 1999: I). She felt Ihat 

ethnographic reports should nO! be assumed 10 be accurate. and thill a combination 

of archaeology and ethnography was appropriale for addressing archaeological 

questions. She concluded Ihal Inuit men and women had relatively equal access 10 

Euro-Canadian milterials. based on lhe final results of her research (Gullason 

1999:593). 
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While Gullason's general appro<l(;h seems appropriate. the <lpplication of her 

methodology in Labrador presents some problems. The tWO main problems are 

assigning gender to objects that she did not analyze. such as window glass. and 

understanding how Ihe use of an artifact created a gender association. 

Gullason recognizes the problem of associating a 1001 with either ils user or 

its crcalor when they differ (Oullason 1999: 1(0). If there is differentiation between 

the producer of the tool and its primary user. a specific stage of manufacture needs 

to be sclected when assigning it to a gender category. Gullason assigned gender 

categories 10 artifacts based on labour organization. social relationships between 

women and men. and the symbolic associations of raw materials (Gullason 

1999:73). This project focuses on changes in tool materials as well as the 

introduction of new types of tools. Based on associations between artifacts and 

labour organization. I havc assigned tools to gcnder categories. in an effort to extend 

Gullason's approach. In cases where gender designation was ambiguous. Gullason 

followed Scheltlin (1980) and assigned an object 10 one gender category or the othcr 

ifit was used by that group more than 75% of the time (Gu llason 1999:74). An 

example of gender ambiguity in my project was glass. Gullason docs not have a 

specific gender dcsignation for glass. As a hollow vessel. like ceramic wares, bollie 

glass was associated with both women and men. Gut windows were a common 

element of traditional Inuit house construction. and were usually located above the 

entrance tunnel (Whitridge 2008:301). Glass would have replaccd gut in this 

situation as a more transparent altcrnative. According to Gullason's typology. all 

construction materials ineluding tools and those artifacts related to house 
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maintenance are considered men's (1999:80-82). The onc exception to this rule is 

th<lt of skins for house coverings, processed by women and gClldercd accordingly. 

As window glass would not h<lve been processed. and served as a replacement for 

gut window coverings, i( is gendered male as are all other construction malcri<tls 

and tools associated with the task of house building. 

The gender assignments used by Gu llason were based on Inuit ethnogmphics 

(Gullason 1999:5). Her breakdown of activities and their related toolkits resulted in 

a working gender designation. However. it is possible thal lhc way thal lasks were 

viewed was affected by the cultural understandings of the region and time period in 

which the ethnographic d,lIa wcrc collected. More recent resean:h works with 

expanded ideas of gender organization, in panicular by including an Inuit third 

gender (Guemple 1995; Laugard and Oosten 2008). The dichotomized 

cthnographies of the nineteenth ccntury did not take such possibilities into account, 

perhaps because this was not comprehensible from a contemporary Euro-Canadian 

perspective. While Gullason docs not try to assign gender beyond a simple 

fe male/male des ignation, neither does she impose a gender where it cannot be 

clearly assigned. This project will follow Gullason's approach, but the possibilities 

represented by additional genders will be examined in thc discussion chapter 

Christine Hennebury (1999) also conductcd an archaeological investigation 

of Inuit gender relations. In her attempt to interpret the spatial distribution of 

activities, she assigned gender affiliations to the anifacts involved in various tasks. 

Hcnncbury suggcsts that this method of gendering matcrial only works for groups 

where ethnogmphic data specifics the division of gendered tasks (1999:2). While 
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Hennebury's work focused on the Thule ancestors of the historic Inuit. she believed 

that gender assignmcnts based on ethnography could reach temporall y both forward 

and backward withina cult urc. 

There arc several problems that arise from the assignment of gender to 

anifacts. Tuohy's (2000: 151 ) work on the gcndering of combs and the activities 

associated with weaving in Iron Age Britain has suggested that the gcndcr of tool 

users and manufacturers can be ambiguous. Thi s problem has been addressed. to a 

degree. through Gu llason's usc of ethnography to distinguish betwcen female and 

male tasks and tools. and application of these categories to archaeological remains 

(Gullason 1999). In this s ituation the integra tion of et hnography and archaeology is 

used to reduce arnbiguity. 

Tuohy's (2000: 141) other concern is that even if an activity can be 

associated with a gender et hnographically. the tool involved might not be. Her 

concern develops from her inability to determine which gender was primarily 

responsible for weaving. or whether both genders were involved to varying degrees. 

Thi s is applicab le to the current project because it is based on the gendering of tools 

due to ethnographically supponed task divisions. However. if ethnographic 

accounts are dismissed. linking tools and gender accurately becomes difficult. The 

combination of ethnography and archaeology provides thc most feasible way of 

modeling past gender roles. 

In summary, the two main theories that are employed in this thesis are 

gender theory and postwloniali srn. Postcolonial theory aids in developing an 

understanding of the reliltionship between the Inuit and Euro-Canadian tmders, 
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through their interaction in a colonial selling. Gender theory provides both a 

theoretical perspective and a pmclical guide for organizing the analysis, by helping 

devise a gender-based dicholOrny of tool and task organization. II also provides 

insights into Ihc motives behind Inuit groups' acquisition of Euro-Canadian goods. 
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1---
Chapter .'our: Methodology 

This chupter discusses the methodology used \0 collect and analyz.e the data 

used for this thesis. 11 focuses on the location and <lnributes of material culture 

collected from the sites and the creation of a range of compamtivc material to aid in 

understanding the analytic results. The chapter is broken inlo two sections. The 

first discusses Ihe collection of dala and the processes involved in their recovery. 

The second outlines the methods used in an<llyzing Ihe results, and the identification 

of 11 r;mgc of comparative material with which the results from the current rcsean.:h 

are compared. 

4.1 Data Co llection 

The ffitlterial analyzed for this project was identified through the use of 

historic sources, as well as the preliminary anifact cataloguc from the ficldwork 

where appropriate, such as cases when the artifact was no longer recognizablc. In a 

few cases. ani fa(; ts no longer resembled their original fonn. as some metal objects 

had corroded beyond recognition. Where possible, the catalogue was used to 

idcntify them. and theircurrcnt statc was noted. 

The first step in the project was the identification of the collections that wcre 

to be examined. Previously unanalyzed collections from Houses I and 2 at 

Komaktorvik. collected in 2007 by Whitridge. were identified as the initial research 

focus of this project. Funher research at Thc Rooms (Ncwfoundland and Ltbrador 

Provi ncial Museum) ident ified more material recovered from House I and 2 at 
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Komaktorvik. This material had been collected in the late 1970s by the Torngat 

Archaeological Project (TAP). and was combined with the 2007 collections. The 

1970s material was collected from middens and houses. while the 2007 material was 

recovered only from the middens. Material from Komaktorvik comes from a 

combination of test pit locations. This presents some difficulties when considering 

the means by which material was deposited. The material in the midden was 

generated elsewhere as refuse. while material recovered from the house is 

presumably ill sifll. tIO\\'ever. since this project is focused more on the types of 

Euro-Canadian material present, these contexts were combined for House I and 

House 2. A decision was then made to compare the collections with materials 

recovered from East and West Trench at Kongu in order to produce more viable 

conclusions since the collections from the 2007 work at Komaktorvik were 

comparatively small. 

All catalogues pertaining to the Komaktorvik and Kongu assemblages were 

obtained from Memorial University and The Rooms. Additional catalogues from 

Uivak Point. lvitak. and Oakes Bay. were also borrowed fro m The Rooms. In an 

attempt to confirm whether these results were typical or unique. a range of 

comparative material was compiled in a simi lar fashion to the methodology of this 

work with which to compare the results from Kongu and Komaktorvik 

Most of the specimens from Kongu and Komaktorvik considered here are 

either nai ls or identifiable fragments of other tools. such as knives. They were 

identified as such and returned to storage without furt her examination. Those 

artifacts thm were identifiable beyond the level of nail or iron fragment were 
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analyzed funher. The iron anif;lCts were identified using historical sources. and 

through consul tations with Gillian Nosewon hy, Amanda Crompton, and Barry 

Gaulton, all material culture specialists at Memorial University familiar with 

historic materiaL Lead. mostl y consisting of sl1Ot or unidentifiable fragments. 

copper alloy and unidentified metal items were also examined. The copper alloy 

consisted mostly of easily identified and well-preserved specimens such as canridge 

casings. 

Jurak ie (2007) analyzed the ceramics and pipes fro m some of these 

collections for her MA thesis. These ceramics were sampled to confirm Ihe 

identifications. In addition. I examined pieces excludcd from her analysis as their 

size may have precluded their relevance. For the most pan, they remained 

unidentifiable beyond basic information. such as ware type. No pipes were 

excluded frolll the analysis. 

Glass anifacls were examined and identified using the Newfoundland 

Archaeological Heritage Outreach Program (NAHOP) manual (Wicks 2003). For 

the most pan I cou ld onl y ident ify morphological att ributes such as whether Ihe 

piece derived from the body. rim . or base of a vessel. For the glass bottles, shape 

and colour were used to differentia tc between wine bott les and case boules. 

Wi ndow glass was identified by curvature, or lack of it, and lint. Some dates wcrc 

dctcrmined through pressed glass and other markers, again using Ihe NA HOP 

manual and other historic sourccs. 

The most informmive source for glass beads was Kidd and Kidd (1970). 

The beads were soned based on colour, size, decoration. and Iype. The mosl 
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common were the simple tubular beads. which were monochromatic and readily 

identifiable. In addition. there were some wire beads and some more complex 

tubular forms. They were all identified as closely as possible using the charts and 

colour pictures in Kidd and Kidd ( 1970). There were a small number of anomalous 

beads. including a Venetian bead. which would have been a more expensive trade 

good (Karklins 1992). Unusual beads were more common in the Kongu assemblage 

than in the Komaktorvik collection, which produced a much smaller number of 

beads (one from each house). 

The excavation at Komaktorvik in 2007 produced a very small collection. 

The glass artifacts were identified in the same manner as described for the Kongu 

collection. The metal artifacts presented a greater challenge. Some ofthesc 

artifacts were still being treated in the MUN conservation laboratory, requiring 

protective gear to compare the artifacts with the catalogue. They were analyzed in 

the same manner as the metal artifacts from Kongu and identified accordingly. 

Material collected by the TAP at Komaktorvik was analyzed at The Rooms. 

The ceramics and pipes from the Komaktorvik collection were included as a 

comparative sample in Jurakic (2007) .• md were not examined in detail. The iron 

and lead artifacts from Komaktorvik were much better preserved than those from 

Kongu and for the most part were ea~i1y identified with the help of the catalogue. 

The only artifacts that J was not able to examine and identify were the 

copper alloy artifacts recovered from the TAP's resean:h at Kornaktorvik. These 

were unavailable due to an internal reorganization that was occurring at The Rooms. 
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The material that could not be locatcd within thc timc framc of this project, 

and was thus excluded from the analysis, amounted to approximately 10% of each 

collection. The one cxccption to this was the cartridge casings. indicators of 

firearms use. from the Kornaktorvik collection. Whcreas the missing portions of 

most collections included a range of materials. the absence of the brass casings 

potentially biases the results. However. the casings were fully identified within the 

catalogue. I compared the identification of cartridge casings in other collections ;lI1d 

detemlined that identifications were generally consistent. As a result. it was 

decided to include the cartridge casings in thc analysis bascd on thc catalogue 

information. 

4,2 Data Analysis 

Oncc all thc raw data had becn collected, it was compi led and subjected to 

various forms of quantitative analysis in an attcmptto answcr thc primary rescarch 

qucstions. This section reviews these calculations and the steps involved in the 

construction of comparative assemblages to evaluate the quantitative results. 

The first step was to quantify the materialtypcs (glass. ceramic ctc.) from 

cach site. Only those artifacts whose identification could be confimled were used. 

The tallied quantities of artifacts for each site were used to determine percentages, 

and the results were then compared to the other collections to identify any 

similarities or marked changes. As well as cxamining functionaltypes.thc 

collcction was divided by material type. This was conducted to determine if the 
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material varieties of artifacts varied between the contexts at each site, as well as 

between sites. 

[n addition to exploring the quantities of material usage and artifm;t types, 

the other important aspect of this analysis was the application of gender 

designations to the arti facts. For this pan of the analysis I employed the 

mcthodologies used by Gul lason (1999). Funher sources were incorporated into her 

determination of categories of gender-associated artifacts (Ackerman 1990, 

Bodenhorn 1990. Briggs 1970, Cabak and Loring 2000. Guemple 1995). Gullason's 

gendered artifact categories, based on historic Inuit assemblages from Baffi n Island. 

"'ere generall y applicable \0 the collections from Kongu and Komaktorvik. and 

changes were made where appropriate. One of the principal changes was to the idea 

that some artifacts could not be gendered. Gullason's projcct focused on direct 

diffcrcntiation between the genders for art ifacts. By not assigning gender 10 specific 

art ifacts, it may appear that certain activities were onl y associated wi th women or 

men. and never both. [n response. this project has created an additional "gender 

inclusive" category that encompasses activities related to both genders. 

Gull ason ( 1999) decided that some arti facts cou ld be considered Euro

Cal1<ldian. and as a resu lt she did not assign a gender to them. Ceramic was one of 

the material types that she did not classify. However. based on Cabak and Loring's 

(2000) analysis. certain ceramics scem to have replaced tradi tional artifact forms. 

some of which have disccmable gender associations. An example of this is ceramic 

teacups replacing small vessels of other materials. Thus. [ assigned a gender 

category to all vessels. For example. hollow vessels were used by both sexes and 
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are considered gender inclusive; hollow ceramic vessels. including bowls and cups 

were likely used in the same manner. Since plates did not replace a traditional form. 

thcy were included in the inclusive category with the remainder of the consumpt ion 

ceramics. 

Gullason (1999) did not assign a gender to glass anifacts. which left me with 

the options of either ignoring them or assigning them to a category with which she 

had worked. There were four different types of glass in the collections, including 

case bonle and wine bott le glass. Alcohol consumption by the Inuit appears to be 

gcncrally gcndcr inclusive. and all bottlc glass is labelcd accordingly (Scalc et al. 

2006:7). It cannot be detennined if the bollies represent alcohol consumption at 

these sites or the reuse of bott les. Cabak and Loring's discussion of the use of Euro

Canadian conlainers in Inuill ifeways considers alternative re-use (C<lbak and 

Loring 2000:25). Kettles were used as drinking vessels and teacups were likely 

used to hold other liquids such as water. It is possible th<lt the bottles represented al 

Komaklorvik and Kongu also met with an alternative use. In addition. il [\<IS been 

discussed in Ch<lpter 2 1hat the Inuit of N<lchvak Fjord were unwilling 10 become 

engaged with the Moravian missionaries. However, the Moravians wanted to 

encourage trade with the lnuil and prevent them from travelling 10 southern 

Labmdor where they would come in to contact wilh firearms and alcohol (SIOpp 

2009:53). If the Inuit were tradi ng primari ly with other groups such <IS the 11 8C, it 

is possible they were obtaining alcohol. If so they were either consuming it at tradc 

locations and bringing the bottles home or bringing Ihe alcohol to theircommunilY. 

Rcgardless. the prescnce of bottle glass at the site demonstrates a use or the material 
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in some form. Since both alcohol usc and hollow "essel use is gender inclusive, 

bollle glass was assigned to that category. 

Glass in other forms was associated with gendered tasks where possible. 

Window glass was considered a construction material and therefore gendered male 

as discussed in the last Chapter. Jean Brigg's research with the Inuit in the Canadian 

arctic noted that the men ofthc community constructed all dwellings (Briggs 1970). 

Therefore, men would have been the primary user of window glass. A glass 

costume jewel was also present in the collections. It appeared to have been 

moumed in some way but no longer retained its selling. 1 gendered it female, based 

on Gullason's treatment of other decorative artifacts. Finally, medicine bottles were 

considered gender inclusive. 

A possible indication of a third gendcr through symbolic items was a piece 

of copper alloy th;)! appeared to be an amulet. [t resembles a human. but since it 

alone represented a possible third gender it was categorized gender inclusive. The 

meani ng of this artifact will be discussed later (amu lets and shaman's dolls were 

allrihuted to both genders by Gullason (1999:95)). Just as shamans were known to 

straddle the boundary betwecn daily life and thc spirit world. they were also known 

to cross the gender boundary as needed (Laugrand and Oosten 2008). Amulets 

represented non-gender activities such as breathing and hearing (d'Anglure and 

Anderson 2005: 136-137). Other copper artifacts were also ambiguous, including a 

ring and ajaw harp (ornamental and musical goods). Referem;es to jaw harps were 

not gender specific (Barr 1994) and it did not occur in Gullason's list so the jaw harp 
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was considered gender inclusive. In the historic period women, rather than men, 

wore rings, which were gendered accordingly (Gullason 1999: 174). 

Iron and composite artifacts wcre assigncd to a gender category bilscd on 

their forms. Lead artifacts consisted primarily of shot: the only except ions were 

unidentifiable picces or fragments. Lead shot was considered a male huming tool in 

Gullason's list. in the same way that brass shells were. Fishhooks and weights were 

linked to male-associated tasks. While fishing was a task taken on by everyone in a 

community, this was only done when men were involved in other subsistence 

activities (Whitridge 200 1:1 7-18). 

Beads were considered female by Gullason, regardless of size, and remain so 

in the prescnt analysis. The final category contains items related to tobacco use. 

According to Gullason's 1999 list. tobacco, and presumably the smoking of it, could 

not be gendered, and SO was considered gender inclusive in this projcct. However, 

according to Gullason (1999), the tobacco pouch was used by females. She made 

no distinction for pipes, but since tobacco was considered gendcr lleulral. the pipes 

were as wcll. 

All artifaCls were thus given one of three gender designations: male. female. 

or gender inclusive. These categories were then totaled to examine the frequencies 

of gendered materials within the collections. The main concern with this approach 

was that for different material classes, different proportions of artifacts could be 

assigned to a gender category. For example. more than half of the iron category is 

made up of nakes and unmodified nails that were nOI gender specific since they 

represented only the presence of iron. As a resuh. only half of the iron artifacts 
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were included in this analysis while all artifacts of some types, such as beads, were 

categorized. These differences have the potential 10 bias the results. However, any 

allemptto mitigate this issue will only lead to further biases within the collection . 

Removing identifiable artifacts wil l modify the original artifact pallern within 

collections. thereby altering the results of this project. While the removal of 

unmodified iron may influence the percentage of iron in the collection, the presence 

of it as a mw material is recognized, despite not being intcgrated. 

The final stage of the analysis was the identification of comparative samples. 

This was done in an effon to situate the results of the current research within a 

larger regional framework, which would hclp to mitigatc sample biases. Since so 

many of the categorical classifications for the project were subjccth'e, there was 

concern about the dcgrec to which they reflected larger spatial trends. For 

comparative purposes, three artifact catalogucs wcre examined from si tes excavated 

elsewhere in nonhern Labmdor. The detail within these catalogues varicd, but by 

kceping the required information to a minimu m. it was possible to incorporate 

additional data from nineteenth century Inuit sites from northern Labrador. The 

three si tes se lected were Ivi tak, Vivak Point and Oakes Bay. A cursory cxaminat ion 

confirmed that these assemblages contained similar artifact types to Kongu and 

Komaktorvik . and so could be retained in the analysis. The artifacts from each site 

were divided into material types, as was donc for the collcctions from Komaktorvik 

and Kongu. The resulting artifact counts were converted to percentages and the 

three sites averdged 10 genemte a compamtive sample of a "typical" nincteenth 
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century Inuit site. These data manipulations were conducted in an effort to produce 

a more thorough understanding of material culture use by Inuit women and men. 
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Chapter Five: Resul ts 

Following the methodology laid out in Chapter Four. this chapter outlines 

the results from analysis of the collections and comparative samples. It is divided 

into five sections. The first four discuss the analysis of the materials from East 

Trench and West Trench from Kongu, then House I and House 2 from 

Komaktorvik. This includes a discussion of the composition of the collections as 

well as an analysis of gender associations. The fifth section discusses the analysis 

of comparative samples and the numerical summaries of the materials recovered 

from the sites. For each assemblage the finds are discussed first by rll<lterialtype 

and then in tenns of gender patterning. 

5.1 East Trench 

5. J.I Material Types 

East Trench is located outside ~Iouse 7 at Kongu (see Figure 2), ncar the 

entrance tunnel of this most easterly house at the site. Table 5.1 presents the counts 

of artifacts recovered from East Trench, Kongu. The total is based on identifiable 

artifacts after iron fragment s and nails are removed. 
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Table 5.1: East Trench Collection Composition by Material 

(ate 0 Count Percenta e 
iron/composite 127 44 
ceramic .2 32 
glass· bead 31 11 
kaolin· pipe ,. 
glass· various 8 
lead 
copper alloy 
composite < 1 

Total 288 100 

Iron is the most abundant material category from Ihis location. accounting 

for 44% of the IOtal. However. of the 127 iron pieces present. on ly 77 can be 

positively identified. The remainder of the collection is made up of disintegrated 

iron or fragments of sheel iron such as that taken from barrel hoops. Of the 77 

identifiable iron artifacts the mosl abundant type was unmodified nails (n=56). The 

second most common artifact type was knife blades (n=7). These were of the lype 

usually used by men. Iron end blades (e.g .• for har)XlOn or lance heads) accountcd 

for six specimens and ulus. the traditional woman's knife .• md iron weights were 

each represented by three specimens. The weights were probably used with fishing 

lines. An awl and a rivet were represented by single examples. Almost thn::e 

quarters of the collection of iron artifacts was made up of nails. but none were 

modified in any discernable fashion. The men's knife blades were broken 10 varying 

degrees and did not appear to have been altered 10 SCf\'e any other purpose. The 

ulus and the awl suggest. respectively. the presence of women. and the occurrence 

ofscwingactivities. 
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Most of the ceramics from this collection were identified by Jurakic (2007). 

The collection was re-sampled for the present analysis in an effort to make sure thut 

ceramics were being idemified in the same fashion. Of the 92 pieces in this 

collection, only 12 were excluded from lurak.ic's analysis. All were identified as 

refined earthenwares, mostly pearlware and some creamware, conforming with 

Jurakic's (2007) identifications. 

All of the recovered beads were tube beads, commonly referred to as seed 

beads, which are made by stretching a tube of molten glass and then chopping it in to 

tiny cylinders. There was variability in the types of beads recovered. Some were 

made from a single colour of glass, and others from two colours layered one on top 

of the other. One exceptional specimen was a large blue bead that appears to have 

been wire made and more carefully produced than the tube beads. Wire beads arc 

produced as individual pieces through the winding of glass in a spiral pattern. which 

is a more expensive process (Kidd and Kidd 1970) 

Pipe fragments made up 7% of the 288 specimens in the collection. lurakic 

(2007) analyzed the pipes. identifying 14 stern fragments and five bowl fragments. 

Glass was the next most common artifact type, with eight specimens. Of 

these, four are window glass fragment s, three are bottle glass, and one is a piece of 

costume jewelry. There were no examples of case bottles. only fragments of wine 

bottles. 

Lead and copper alloy each madc up I % of the collection. The lead objects 

are unidentifiable molten fragments. There are three copper alloy artifacts in the 

collection. consisting of an amulet. a ring. and a portion of ajaw harp. The ring 
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that the nng was not an 1\em of adornment, but the Slle, 1113tcnal, and intentional 

shaping are consistCl1t with this usc. 

The last ani fact Iype from East Trench considered here is that of composites. 

a grouping comprised of those artifacts made up of iron and some other material. 

Two such items arc prescnt in this collection, but only one is identifiable in form. 

The other has disintegrated in conservation and only wood and iron fragments 

remain. The remaining artifact is also in poor condition, but it is clearly a utensil 

handle of iron and bone. Beyond this it is impossible \0 determine whether it was a 

knife or another type of tool. 

5. 1.2 Gender Associations 

The second half of the art ifact analysis is a considcmlion of usc by women. 

men, and chi ldren. This section diseusses which artifacts could be assigned to a 

gender category (Table 5.2) and the interpretation of the gender pallcrning is 

presented in the following chapter. 
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Table 5.2: East Trench. Kongu. Collection Composition by Gender ilnd Age 

Cate 0 Inclusive Female Male Child 
iron/composite 0 4 17 0 
ceramic 21 0 0 0 
glass - bead 0 30 0 0 
kaolin - pipe 19 0 0 0 
glass - various 2 1 2 0 
lead 0 0 0 0 
copper alloy 2 1 0 0 

Total 3. 41 20 0 

The iron component was composed mostly of male artifacts. with 17 

idcntifiable pieces. eight of which were knife blildes. Three were possible fishing 

weights and the other six were end blades. Both the long knives and end blades are 

associated with male activities. The weights were also associaled with male 

ilctivities such as constmction. fishing or tool manufacture. Female task-associaled 

artifacts were limited to three ulus and one awl. 

The ceramics were broken down by vessel form. into hollow or nat 

categories. Only 21 pieces out of the 92 present in the collection were identifiable 

by shape to a given form and thus potentially assignable to a gender usc category. 

Thc bowls prescnt numbered 16 and were associated with gender inclusive act ivi ty. 

Five flilt pieces (plates). were ilssociated with gender inclusive ilctivities as well. 

Beads. all assigned to female occupations. make up the next most common 

object in lhe collection. They were listed in Gullason's calegorizalion as related to 

female tasks. which conforms to the ethnographic data. The next most common 

objecltype is pipes. considered a gcndcr inclusivc artifact. 
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Glass was one cUlcgory where Ihis analysis differed from Gullason's. Only 

lWO types of gla~s could be associated with gender based aCtlVl!lCS T .... o fragments 

were bonlc glass. Based on Kaphln and Woollen's (2000) research, in which they 

demonstrate that the usc of Euro-Canadian hollow vessels replaced those of 

imdilional rnatcrial. lhcy were classified as hollow vessels and listed as related to 

gender inclusive usc. The window glass. as a construction materi:!], was associated 

with male activity. and was represented by IwO pieces. The construction of 

dwellings, whether for summer or winter, was conducted by male members of Ihe 

household (Briggs 1970). The other piece in the glass category was an item of 

costume jewelry, associa ted wilh female OCCUp'llion. 

Lead anifacts could not be associated with either gender's ac tivities as they 

were not identifiable to type. There were three copper alloy artifacts. The amulet 

was considered to be linked to gender inclusive use but could conceivably have 

represcmed a third gender's activities. This notion will be further considered in 

Chapter 6. Gullason associates the use of differenl musical instruments with 

different genders but docs not mention ajaw harp. In an effort to remain unbiased. 

the jaw harp is related to gender inclusive ac tivities. The ring, as a decorative 

object, is associated with female apparel. 

5.2 Wesl Trl'nch 

5,2.1 Material Types 

West Trench was located in the midden area outside of House 2 at Kongu 

House 2 is the most westerly structure on the site ,!Od is tentatively identified as 
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being more recent than Eilst Trench. dating to the late eighteenth to early nineteenth 

century. The material results from this locat ion are listed in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.3: West Trench Collection Composition by Material 

Cate 0 Count Percenta e 
Iron 21. 26 
ceramic 263 32 
glass - bead 74 • 
kaolin' pipe 214 26 
glass - various 30 
lead I. 
copper alloy <1 
composite <1 

Total 831 10 1 

The ceramic category makes up Ihe largest proponion of the collection, al 

32%. Some pieces in the collection had not been identified by JUrJkic, as was the 

case with the East Trench collection. These were identified. and as wi th East 

Trench, identification results matched those of Jurakic (20(H). Present 

identi fi cations were limited to refined eanhenwafC. and in some cases creamw .. re 

Iron, at 26%, was the next most numerous material in Ihe collection. Thi s 

differs from East Trench, whcre iron represented more of the collect ion than any 

other materiaL Thcre was a much greater diversity of anifacl types in West Trench, 

though the collection is made up of more than 50% nakes and fragment s of sheet 

metal. as with East Trench. Likewise, it includes a large proponion of nails. but 

they did not represent as large a proponion of the collection: only 26%, compared to 
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almost 75% in East Trench. In addition to the greatcr divcn;ity, this suggcsts a 

change in metal use between the two occupations. The most abundant artifact types 

are end blades. vessel handles. and fishhooks. at four each. Male knife blades. 

female ulu blades. vessel rims. vessel lids. and scissor blades were each represented 

by two specimens. Ulus aside, these artifacts represent the use of Euro-Canadian 

artifacts for their original function. The types represented by one artifact each were 

a gun screw, suggesting the use of firearms, a bottle cap, a vessel fragment, a lid 

from a shaker. and a buckle. Compared to the tool types available in East Trench. 

the West Trench finds were more diverse. The fish hooks inelude both modified 

nails and Euro-Canadian-made types. Thcre appcan; to have been an increased 

availability of Euro-Canadian commodities, which means that West Trench 

residents did not have to create their own hooks from Euro-Canadian materials as 

frequcntlyas at East Trench. 

The kaolin pipes from this collection were identified by Jurakie (2007). 

They make up 26% of the collection. and are the most abundant material type after 

iron. The number of pipe stems is comparable to that of bowl fragments: 95 bowls 

versus 116 stems. Tobacco was clearly more important Ihan for those who 

produced the East Trench deposi t. 

Beads arc the next most abundant material type. Representing 9% of the 

collection, they are nearly as abundant as at East Trench. Once again. the 

predominant bead type is one and two colour tube beads or seed beads. However, 

there is a marked difference in the proportion of more elaborate beads. These 

include a white bead with brown polka dots that could not be identified. but that is 
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obviously a molded bead of some sort. examined more closely in Chapter 6. There 

are :llso larger wire and tube beads present. Another white bead was made by 

pressing canes of glass into the tube during the first stage of manufacture to produce 

:I striped appearance (Kidd :lnd Kidd 1970). One speci men was identified as a 

Venetian bead (Karklins 1992). By the early to mid nineteenth ccntury, reprcsentcd 

in West Trench. Inuit access to trade goods had increased. as had their access to 

higher quality goods. The increased occurrence of tmde goods in Houses I and 2 in 

Komaktorvik also suggests that this occurred elsewhere. Bowever. it is also 

possible that the material from West Trench represents a wealthier household with 

heightened access to trade goods. 

OI<ISS, at 4% of the collection. occurs at a similar frequency to E:lsi Trcnch. 

A molded bonle, popular between 1870 and 1920 (Wicks 2003: 12), provides 

temporJl information for the site. However. production of molded glass began as 

early as 1840 so it may be associated with the Inuit occupation. despite the 

abandonment of Kongu before 1868. There was also a wider variety of glass types 

in West Trench collection than in the East Trench collection. These include a case 

bollle fragment. indicating a change in available vessel fomls. The glass from East 

Trench W:IS all associated with curved wine bottles. As well. in the West Trench 

collection. there was a small. clear bottle identi fied as a medicine bollie. The I:!rgesl 

proportion was on(;e again window glass fragment s. at six out of 30 glass pieces. 

followed by wine boli le fragment s at two. 

Lead makes up 2% of the collection or 19 specimcns. and consists primarily 

of lead shot. The lead shot and iron gun screw (a part of a musket) confirm the 
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presence of firearms in West Trench. This contrasts with the assemblage from East 

Trench. whcre thcre was no evidcnce of fireanns. 

Copper alloy was thc next most abundant artifact material. There arc seven 

pieces of copper alloy and. like all the other categories. they represent a slightly 

wider range of artifacts types than is present in East Trench. There were three 

copper bUHons. usually used for decoration. one miscellaneous fragmem. and 

portions of three jaw harps. Much as with the collection from East Trench. the 

material made from copper alloy seems 10 be related to either decoration or music. 

The other material type that numerically compares to copper alloy is Ihe composite 

category. with five artifacts. Three of these were no longer recognizable. other than 

as fragments of bone or wood and iron. The other two pieces were an endblade 

attached 10 a bone shaft. and a men's knife handle made frolll bone and iron. 

5.2.2 Gt'ndcr ASl.ociations 

West Trench produced direct evidence for the presence of children's 

activities. in the form of toys. While difficult to confidently recognize. the 

indication of fam ily groups within the houses is important. The breakdown of 

art ifacts associated with gendered activities in West Trench is very different from 

that of East Trench. which yielded similar proportions of artifacts linked 10 female 

and inclusive tasks. The pattern is di ffe rent in West Trench (Table 5.4). West 

Trench includes almost three ti mes the number of inclusive related artifacts as those 

associated with female occupations, and six times those associated with male 

activity. 
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Table 5.4: West Trench Collection Composition by Gender and Age 

Cate 0 Inclusive Female Male Child 
iron/composite 1 • 13 
ceramic 72 0 
glass· bead 7. 0 
kaolin - pipe 21. 0 
glass· various • 0 
lead 17 
copper alloy 0 

Total 301 .0 37 

The ceramic breakdown by vessel form was conducted in the same way as 

for East Trench. Cups were added to the forms of hollow wares. as were sugar 

containers and teapots. Arti facts associated with inclusive activities are still more 

abundant than those categorized with female·related uscs. No specimens were 

identified as related to male tasks, in accordance with Gul ltlSon's (1999) breakdown 

of vessel gender association. The three possible doll necks made from poreclain 

and represented in this collection are Ihe most abundant indication of children's 

activities. Tobacco usc. and thus the pipes. were considered :I gender inclusive 

activity, as there is no way 10 differentiate between female and male usage. 

The breakdown of iron artifacts by gendered tasks wa.~ conducted in the 

same manner as for East Trench. In both cases. the composite !ll<lterials were 

combined with iron ones. End blades (n=5) were Ihe most abund:mt gender 

associilted ilrtifact in tile collection. Following closely behind were vessel handles. 

which were associ:lted with the fe nmle gender. and fishhooks. associmed with male 

ilclivily. End blades. a tradit ional tool. were conventionally made from stone. 

Metal s were sought for usc in lools during the pre-contact migration across the 
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Canadian arctic, both from local sources and trade with Norse (Whitridge 2002). As 

contact with Euro-Canadians and Euro-Canadian goods increased, iron became less 

of a luxury item. Their appearance is widespread in both East and West Trench, but 

the presence of Euro-Canadian-made fishhooks and vessel parts indicates an 

adoption of Euro-Canadian material eulture. Male-linked knife blades (n",3) were 

comparatively underrepresented. These were followed closely by scissor blades. 

which were assigned 10 female occupations. Represented by one specimen each 

were a buckle, associated with gender inclusi\'e use, a female -associated ulu. and a 

gun screw, linked 10 male tasks. A salt or pepper shaker was associated with female

gendcred tasks as a part of meal preparation paraphernalia. As well. thcre was a 

semi-circular piece of iron that was identified as an ulu or uJu prefonn for children's 

Beads (n=74) were all associated with female tasks, as suggested by 

Gullason ([999:172). There were seven bottle glass fragments. associated with 

gendcr inclusive activities. As wcll. there were seven fragments of window glass. 

related 10 men. The last category. represented in East Trench as well, was:l 

medicine bottle fragment. related to gender inclusive use. 

Lead associatcd with male activities made up [7 pieces in the collection. all 

shot. Copper alloy artifacts included three buttons and three jaw harps. all 

associated with gender inclusive usc. 

The presence of more varied artifact types clwnges the gender make-up of 

the collection. Assuming Ihat the artifacts thm were not modified werc used for 

their intended function. associating them wilh a gender clwnges accordingly. 
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5.3 House I 

5.3.1 Material Types 

l'louse 1 is located at Komaktorvik in Seven Islands Bay. The Inuit 

occupation was tested twice: first by the Torngat Archaeology Project (TAP) and 

laler by Whitridgc and Woollen in 2007. Nagle tested in and around House I as 

part of the TAP investigations and Whitridgc and Woollctt cxc<lvatcd tcst units in a 

midden aTCa outside of the en trance tunnel. House 1. dmcd from the early to mid 

nineteenth century. is considered \0 be morc or less contempomncous with West 

Trcnch from Kongu. 

Some of the problems wilh Ihe House I collection may relate to the history 

of excavation. The majority of the collection was recovered from the midden. 

dcmonsln:lting mOfC of what was discarded ,h.m losl. The three test pils were 

located wi thin the ceneral depression but may represent not the entire house but a 

si ngle activity area. There were only live test pits associated with House I: three in 

the house and two in the midden. during the TAP excavation and another two during 

the Woollen and Whitridge excavation. This is substantially less than what was 

excavated at House 2. Despite an effort to remain unbiased with the use of 

percentages, it is possible that the scarcity of art ifac ts has influenced the result. 

Materials recovered from House I are discussed and compilrcd below (l'<lble 5.5). 
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Table 5.5: House I Collection Composition by Material 

cat 0 

Iron 
ceramic 
glass - bead 
glass - various 
lead 
copper alloy 
composite 

Total 

Count 
28 
10 

56 

Percenta e 4. 
18 
2 

11 
5 

13 
2 

100 

There are 28 identifiable iron artifacts. In contrast with the assemblage from 

Kongu, House I's iron collection is made up almost entirely of identifiable artifacts 

.md includes 25 unmodificd nails, one drill bit, and two men's knife blades. The 

drill bit indicates the presence of premade iron artifacts at the site, while the knife 

blades indicate male act ivities. 

The glass arti facts from House I include two sherds of stippled and press-

molded glass, which date after 1820. but did not become popular until the 1860s 

(Jones and Su lli van 1989: 34). There was also a small clear bott le fragme nt . as well 

as some violet-coloured glass sherds, but no wine or case bottle glass. Violet and 

Olher coloured glass did not become popul 'Lr unt il after 1845 (W,lkefieid 1982: 57). 

The other glass object of note was a dark lens from a pair of sunglasses. There is 

metal corrosion around the edges of the lens where it was presumabl y sct into a 

fmme. 

The next most abundant nl<lterial is cop]X:r alloy. Six lLrtiflLcts from thi s 

collection were firelLrms clLrt ridge casings. Since so many wcre being disposed of. it 

is likely that ammunition was sufficient ly plentifu l lhat Ihe casings were not 
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consistently reused. There is illso one anthropomorphic amulet. Thcre are no holcs 

in it for suspension. but it may have been tied on or placed in a pocket or pouch. 

There <Ire three lead artifacts. One, a piece of lead shot, supports the 

prcsence of firearms. The other two consist of a cylindcr and an unidcmifiable 

fragment. 

Thcre were also several unique artifacts within the collection. The only 

composite object prcsent is an iron and Icad wcight used for fishing. By this timc, 

Inuit were clearly obtaining Euro-Canadian goods for fishing. Only one bead was 

recovered from the sitc. It is a two-Iaycred tube bead, which would havc becn a 

somewhat more expensive trade good than the monochrome seed beads. It is also 

noteworthy that no pipe fragmcnts were rccovered from thc sitc. Pipes had 

increascd in quantity in West Trench, compared to the earlier period rcpresemed by 

East Trench. Their absence in the collections from House I suggests a change in 

consumption pattcrns. 

5.3.2 Gender Associations 

The small number of artifacts rccovcrcd from ~Iouse I produccs a much 

different gender profile Ihan the collections from Kongu and House 2 at 

Komaklorvik. (Table 5.6). 
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Table 5.6: "Iouse I Collection Composit ion by Gender and Age 

Cate 
Iron/composite 
ceramic 
glass - bead 
gla ss - various 
lead 
copper alloy 

Total 

Inclusive Femal e Male 

11 

Child 

12 

The drill bit and two knife blades are associated with male gendered tasks. 

Thc iron/lcad fishing wcight has been linked 10 gender inclusive tasks. The former 

arti facts indicate the presence of male acti vit ies on the si te. 

Of the ceramics from House I. eight cou ld be assigned to a gender category. 

Five of them arc hollow \'csscls of undetermined form, two are bowls, and one is a 

cup. All ceramics were assigned to the gender inclusive task category. 

Since snow goggles wcre associated with male tasks in Gullason's scheme 

(1999:94). I categorized the dark glasses lens thc samc way. There were on ly two 

hollow glass vessels and both were linked to gender inclusive usc. 

Thc single piece of lead shot was assigned to the male occupations. Since 

thc fu nction of the lead cyli nder could not be detennined, it was not assigned to a 

category. The six fi rearms cartridge casi ngs were assigned to the male-gendered 

activities. The only other copper alloy artifact, an amulet, was linked to gender 

inclusive usc since there were no identi fi able characteristics to suggest a particular 

gender association for it. Uowever. this amulet. like the one from Kongu. could 
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represent the presence of a shaman or third gender. which will be fun her explored in 

Chapter 6. The one bead suggests female occupation. 

The anifact and material type distributions of this collection differ greatl y 

from those of the other houses in this study. As wcll. gender organization docs not 

resemble that in the other collections. This may be the result of different social 

organi zation or living patterns. However. there is direct cvidence of the presence of 

womcn: a si ngle bead. and a significant portion of the collection. is related to gender 

inclusive activities. suggesting a mixed-gender household. 

Only 57 Euro-Canadian artifacts were recovercd from Uouse I during two 

test excavations. which is a small sample size. Sincc the gender pmterning docs not 

resemble that of larger collect ions. these results are problematic. The results from 

Uouse I are ex amined in the discussion ehaptcr. but their intcrpretation is 

ambiguous. [t is possible that. at th is period. the occupants of the house had 

reduced acccss to Euro-Canadian goods. Further investigation of House I might 

clarify the s itu<ltion. 

5.4 House 2 

5.4.1 Material Types 

House 2 is also located at Komaktorvik and is composed of a group of 

adjoining dwell ings. The structures that make up House 2 arc thc youngest included 

in this analysis ;:lnd dale 10 the end oflhc ninctccnth and the curly p<lrt of the 

twentieth centurics. These test units wcre cxcavatcd by Naglc' s team (1977-78) and 

by Whitridgc and Woollctt (2007). TAP's tcst pits wcre inside thc structu res as well 
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as outside. Whit ridge and Woollett's test units were located on the southeastern side 

of the structure, where midden deposits overlapped the exterior wall. As with 

House I. the material recovered by Nagle and Whitridge and Woollett was 

combined. 

Table 5.7: l'louse 2 Collection Composition By Material 

Cate a Count Percenta e 
Iron 80 5. 
ceramIc 34 ' 4 
glass - bead <1 
kaolin - pipe 3 
glass - various 5 
lead < 1 
copper alloy 12 8 
composite , 1 
cork/glass <1 

Total 144 100 

There were 65 identifiable iron artifacts. Unmodified nails m'lke up the 

largest purl of the collection 'It 46 specimens. There were two fi les. three contuiner 

fragments. a comb. an unidentifiable cylinder. two drill bits. three iron sled runners. 

two wires, and a buckle. In addition. there was one end blade and one male knife 

blade. as well as two rifle bolts. There ""'ere two composite iron and wood urtifacts: 

both were male knife hlades with anached handles. The materials represented in 

this category indicate that a wide r.mge of Euro-Canadian goods were incorpomted 

into Inuit cu lture. With the exception of the end blades and the sled runners. 

deliberate modi fi cations could not be observed on any of the artifacts. End blades 

and sled runners were created using Euro-Canadian material for a traditional fonn . 
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The iron artifacts in tlouse 2 represent a wider array of artifact types than is present 

in the other collections. It is clear that by the period in which House 2 was 

occupied. trade was regular enough between the Inuit of Komaktorvik and Euro

Canadian groups that a variety ofmatcrial goods were available. 

The ceramic material recovered in Kaplan's excavation was identified by 

Jurakic (2007). The ceramics recovered from Whitridge and Woollen's 2007 

excavation wcreidcntificd for this project. 

As with House I, the majority of copper alloy artifacts (n=9) were firearms 

cartridge casings. They represent the only indication of firearms use at House 2. 

Also like at House I, they seem to have been discarded. which may indicate a 

plentiful source. and that the house occupants did not need to intcnsivcly conserve 

metal. There were three other copper alloy artifacts from the sileo One of them was 

an unidentifiable fragment. while the others were a button and a British half penny. 

The coin is dated 1884. 

The glass fonlls from House 2 are more varied than those from House I. 

The collection includes a medicine bonle. as well as two case bottles. Window 

glass is also present. Once again.lhe presence of press-molded glass indicates a 

date after 1830. as the form did not become popular until the 1840's. 

Based on the number of pipe fragments from l'louse 2. cithcr smoking was 

no longer popular or pipes were not as readily aV<lilable. Cigarettes had begun to be 

mass produced in the 1850's in Engl<lnd but did not become popular until World 

War I (Musk and Dc Klerk 2003: 287). Only five pipe stem fragments were 

recovered. 
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Thc only lcad artifact recovered from the site was a circular disc. This is the 

only feature in the sample that did not contain any lead shot. though the presencc of 

lead on thc site as well as thc cartridge casings suggests that shot might occur in a 

largcr sample. The advent of cartridgcs containing bullets and powder may also be 

responsible for thc absence of small shot in the collcction. 

Only one bead was recovered from House 2: a monochrome seed bead. 

Compared to the other sitcs. beads were less prevalent and of a less expensive 

variety at Komaktorvik. The only o ther artifact type was a composite objcct of 

glass and cork, consisting of the ncck of a small clear glass bolllc with the cork still 

inside. It may have been a medicine ballic. The wide range of an i fact types in this 

collcction suggests substantial access to Euro-Canadian trade goods when this house 

wasoccupicd. 

5.4.2 Gender Associations 

The gcnder palterning in House 2 is different from that in the houses at 

Kongu (TableS.S). 
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Table 5.8: House 2 Collection Composition By Gender and Age 

Cate Inclusive Female Male Child 
Iron/composite 3 5 9 0 
ceramic 9 0 0 0 
glass - bead 0 1 0 0 
kaolin - pipe 5 0 0 0 
glass - various 5 0 1 0 
lead 0 0 0 0 
copper alloy 1 1 9 0 
composite 0 0 2 0 

Total 23 7 21 0 

While all three .. dull gender possibilities arc present, artifacts linked to male 

ac ti vities are much more abundant th .. n those rel .. ted to women's. The male-gender 

task-related arti facts in iron substantially outnumbered the female associated ones. 

These included, in the m .. le association category, two drill bits. The three sled 

runner fmgme nls were also assigned to the male task grouping. following Gullason 

(1999). The three knife blades and end blade were included in the male task-related 

group along with the two rine bolts. The single comb and four vesscl frag ments 

were assigned to the female associated group. and were the onl y artifacts in the iron 

collection associ .. ted with female tasks. Two files and the buckle were the only iron 

or metal composite .. rtifacts and were related to gender inclusive ac ti vities. The 

ceramics were all categorized as for gender inclusive usc as well. 

The majori ty of the coppcr alloy category consisted of cartridge casings, all 

associated with male tasks. The one button was correlated with gender inclusive 

usc. but the hal f pcnny was linked 10 female tasks. Gullason's (1999) listing for 

coins was under ornaments and amulets. suggesting th .. t they wcre primarily used 

by women as ornaments. No glass art ifacts were related 10 female occupations. 
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The medicine bottle was associated with gender inclusive usc, as were the two 

hollow vessel fragments .md the two bottle fragments. The glass and cork 

compositc bottle was assigned to the gender inclusive category. The only other 

artifact was one fragment of window glass. assigned to thc male task group. All 

livc pipe fragments wcrc categorized as inclusive use. There were no IC<ld artifacts. 

and the one bead was associatcd with female activities. 

As mentioned above. the breakdowns of the collection both by material type 

and gender <lssociation diffcr from those at Kongu. and also from the other feature at 

Komaktorvik. This may be representative of <l l<lte nineteenth \0 early twcntiet h 

century Inuit household. It appears that there was a distinctive difference in the 

occupation of 1·louse 2 th<lt is reflectcd in the artifact collection. and this will be 

discussed further in thc next chapter. 

5.5 Inter-s ite Comparison 

5.5.1 Material Types 

The results from Kongu and Komaktorvik can be compared with other 

historic Inuit asscmblages from northern Labrador. Three sitcs were selected for 

this comparison based on information in sitc record forms: Oakcs Bay. Uivak Point 

and lvitak. They all rcpresent lnui t winter sett lements from time periods similar to 

those in this study (Table 5.9). 
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Table 5.9: Collection Composition by Material 

Cate 0 Ivitak I Cw-l OakesBa HeC -8 Uivak H'CI-9 Avera .. .. .. .. 
Ifon • 0 79 ., .0 
c~mlc 19 2 22 ,. 
glass-Dead 0 5 15 7 
kaolin - pipe 7 0 7 5 
glass-various 7 5 7 • 
lead 0 5 2 2 
copper alloy 5 2 2 3 
composite 2 2 0 1 
cori(/glass 0 0 0 0 
unidentified metal 0 0 3 1 

Total 100 100 101 " 
The si te of Oakes Bay (HeCg-8) is localed 36 kilometers north of Nain on 

the nOl1h end of Dog Island. It wa~ first recorded by Gal1h Taylor (Taylor 1966) 

and further investigated by Fitzhugh (1977), Kapl an (1980b). Kaplan and Wool lel1 

(2000b) and Woollett (2005). Wollel1 (2005) dated the site to the late eightccnth 

century in an archaeological site record form. It consists of six or seven semi-

sublerranean houses located to the nOl1h of a beach. The site was probably pal1ially 

abandoned during the mid nineteenth century as Inuit began to relocate to the 

MOnlvian mission at Nain. The material used in the comparative collection came 

from the middens associated with Houses I and 3. 

Vivak Point (l-IjCI-9) is located on the south side of Vivak Point, 110 

kilometers nOl1h of Nain. It was investigated by Taylor. Fitzhugh, and Kaplan 

(Taylor 1966b. FitZhugh 1977b, Kaplan 1977). It consists of nine semi-

subterranean winter houses and was dated through dendrochronology to the late 

eighteenth to early nineteenth centuries (Wollw 2000). The Moravians noted 

occupation of the site between 1776 and 1779. and al1ifact analysis suggested a late 
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eighteenth cenwry dilte. The collcction from this sitc was excavated from the 

I-louse 7 midden. Kaplan suggests that the sites in this area were fi~t seuled in thc 

eighteenth century ilnd flourishcd during the ninctcenth century (Kaplan 1983: 272). 

The site of lvitak (IgCw-l) is located on the eilst shore of Ivitak point on the 

south side of Naehvak Fjord, approximately 9 kilomete~ west of Kongu. The site 

was recorded by Fitzhugh (1977). and re-visited by Kaplan in the early 1980's 

( 1980-83) <lnd Whitridge (2004b). The site consists of eleven semi-subtermnean 

houses as wel[ as tent rings. The site was dated to between 1865 <lnd 1920, making 

it eontempomneous wit h the Hudson's Bay Company post that opcmted m;ross the 

fjord at Kongu (Kaplan 1983: 285). 

The eollcctions considcred here did not havc the samc depth of catalogue 

detai l as those from Komaktorvik and Kongu, but the basic material types were 

consistcntlyav<li[ab[c. Since not a[[ <lnifact descriptions were sufficient ly detai led. 

gender assignments could not be madc. What is apparent from the collect ion, 

however. is that while there is variation between sites with regards to materi;:lls 

usage, there are discemable trcnds. Iron is generally the largest component of thcse 

collections. usually follo .... ·ed by cemmics, and thcn glass. Other anifacttypcs vary 

slightly in relative imponance, but their counts remain much lower than iron or 

ceramics. With the exception of House I in Komaktorvik. the collections from 

Kongu and Komaktorvik examined in this thesis match the pattcrn observed in the 

compar.ltive samp[c. This suggests thiltthe col[cct ions from Kongu and I·louse 2 in 

Komaktorvik are reasonably typical for this study period, the late eightcenth to early 

twentieth centuries. However. this is only true of the proponions of material types. 
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The artifacts within each material category vary. which reflects changes in both 

artifact choice and availability and the vagaries of small smnples. Based on the 

wide range of m3terials present during the occup3tion of House 2 in comp3rison 

with that of East Trench at Kongu, this cannot be entirely the result of community 

choice, but likely also represents a greater avai labi li ty of trade goods available to 

the Inuit during the nineteenth century. 
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Chapter Six: Discu s.~ i on 

This chapter discusses the results presented above in light of the rese3reh 

questions set out in Chapter I and the postcolonial and gender theories discussed in 

Chapter 3. These perspectives will hclp 10 explain change in the assemblages over 

time. They will also be used to answer the three main questions posed in the 

introduction to this thesis. 

6.1 Inuit Consumptioll of Trade Goods 

I. How did Inuit consumption of trade goods change during the period of increasi ng 

(;Dntaet with Euro-Canadi3ns (late 18th to early 20th centuries)? 

This sect ion is brokcn down using the material types in the collections 

recovered from Kongu and KomaklOrvik (Table 6.1). While the collection from 

House I docs not match the patterns evident in the other assemblages. I have 

attempted to incorporate it where relevant. The progression from East Trench 

through West Trench 10 House I and House 2 represents a shon period of time in 

the continuing interaction between Inuit and Euro-Canadian culture. These four sites 

represent a progression of inc rca sed Euro-Canadian influence on Inuit in nonhern 

Labrador. which is primarily visible in the prolifcration of materials and the 

increasing variety of consumer choice. 
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Table 6, I: Iron 

Iron I East ~ench I West ~rench I House 1 I House 2 
0 0 

.wl 1 0 0 0 
bottle cap 0 1 0 0 
buckle 0 1 0 1 
child's ulu 0 1 0 0 
comb 0 0 0 1 
cylinder 0 0 0 1 
drill bit 0 0 1 2 
end blade • • 0 1 
file 0 0 0 2 
fish hook 0 • 0 0 
gun screw 0 1 0 0 
knife 7 2 2 1 
lid 0 2 0 0 
nail 5. 58 22 •• 
rifle bolt 0 0 0 2 
rivet 1 0 0 0 
scissors blade 0 2 0 0 
shaker 0 1 0 0 
sled runner 0 0 0 3 ,I, 3 2 0 0 
vessel fragment 0 1 0 3 
vessel handle 0 • 0 0 
vessel rim 0 2 0 0 
weight 3 0 0 0 
wire 0 0 0 2 

In the case of iron (and composite artifacts including iron) there are distinct 

trends in the accumulat ion of this material over time. One of the concerns with the 

abundance of iron in the collection is that it may break into smaller pieces more 

easi ly than other materials, altering its representation in the collection. This is the 

result of processes of physical and chemical deterioration 10 which ceramic and 

glass are relatively immune. Howevcr. s ince all the artifacts are fragil e. due ei ther 

10 their natuml composition or chemical and natural weathering. their re lative 
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abundance can be considered indicative of their frequency on the site whcn 

occupied. 

In the East Trench, iron is uscd as 3 r3w materi31, much 3S ground sbte W3S 

in the past. The Inuit took wh3t3ppc3TS to be hoop iron 3nd sheets 3nd reworked 

them to m3ke tools based on tradition31 forms: such 3S end bbdes. knives and ulu 

b[ades (Figure 6.1). 

Scm 

Figure 6.1: Knife Bl3de. East Trench 

By using traditional forms the Inuit were main13ining links to thei r 

tradition31 culture. It 31so represents the first step in the incorporation of Euro

Canadian goods into Inuit culture. When iron was scarce. it was conserved for the 

manu facture of blades (Bird 1945: 125). However. trade was sufficient ly intense by 

the bte eightccnth to early nineteenth century to provide a varicty of iron tool 

forms. This panern is emphasized in West Trench. The Inuit living in the 

lIssociated house were still reworking Euro-Canadian iron into tmditional forms, 
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such <IS ulu bl<ldes. but this was beginning to ch<lnge as a wider army of useful Euro

C,,"<ldian tool forms were becoming <lvail<lble. 

In East and West T rench at Kongu. flakes and fragments of iron made up <I 

large portion of the collection, presunmbly reflecting the production of Inuit tools 

from reworked scrap rather than access to sui table Euro-Canadian tools. However, 

this was beginning to change by the period of time represented by West T rench, the 

early to mid nincteenth century. For eX<lmplc. Euro-Can<ldian fish hooks <Ire 

present, reflecting the use of manufactured goods. ~Iowcvcr. at the s<lme time. there 

are nai ls that have been modified as fish hooks: sharpencd al the appropriate cnd 

<lnd cut to the appropriate shape. This indic<ltes <I continued reliance on the 

modi fi cation of Euro-Canadian objects to meet local needs. but <llso reflects wh<lt 

the Inuit were being offered and what they w<ln ted. Both Momvian missionaries 

and the HBC were encouragi ng the Inuit 10 turn to cod fishing for tmde as early as 

the eighteenth century, ex pl<lining the presence of hand made as well as pre-made 

fish hooks (Kaplan 1983: 169. 184). 

During the creation of the West Trench deposit. Inuit were beginning to 

exercise some choice over Euro-Canadian trade goods. which they incorporated 

alongside traditional forms. The ncar absence of ulus and men's knife bl<ldes in the 

West Trench collection is surprising in comparison to their abundance in the 

material from East Trench, where Ihey are more Ihan twice as abundant as in West 

T rench. Bird (1945: 125) explains how in times of iron scarcity. priority was given 

to the manuf<lclure of bl3des. Their absence may be explained by conservation of 
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these tools. mther than their absence from Inuit toolkits. Based on the increased 

variety of iron goods. iron remained an important commodity during this period. 

The collection from House 2 at Komaktorvik demonstmtes that there is a 

distinct difference betwcen the materials available at Kongu and at Komaktorvik. 

The collection is similar to that from Kongu. and includes many Euro-Canadian 

artifacts with only a limited occurrence of traditional forms. 

The question of the increase in the usc of ammunition also arises when 

interpreting this collection. End blades were relatively common in the collection 

from East Trench. By the occupation of the house associated with West Trench. 

this appears to have changed. In West Trench. a gun screw was identified. 

suggesting firearms were used (Hogg 1980) (Figure 6.2). 

Figure 6.2: Gun Screw. West Trench 
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By the time that Bouse 2 was occupied at Komaktorvik, firearms were even 

more importam, as reflected by the two iron rifle bolts. These objects were 

presumably com mon enough to be discarded. rather than converted or repaired. 

The artifacts chosen by the occupants of ~Iouse 2 may also reflect their 

increased access 10 Euro-Canadian material. A wider variety of available goods 

would have produced a larger pool for consumer choice_ evident in the artifacts 

being discarded. For example in East Trench at Kongu Euro-Canadian material was 

reuscd to produce tools. while the occupants of Bouse 2 at KomaklOrvik discarded 

complete cartridge casings ,lIld rifle bolts. Iron began to appear in the form of 

luxury items. such as a comb, rather than just the utilitarian goods represented at 

Kongu. These items became desired trade goods though they arc not necessary to 

survival and could be produced in tradit ional ronns. The acquisition of a wider 

range of non-essential items indicates a growing range of affordable imports. 

The results of ceramic identi fi cations con firm Jurakic's (2007) observations 

(Table 6.2). 

Table 6.2: Ceramic 

Ceramic 

bowl 
<up 
doll kneck 
hOllow vessel 
plate 
suoar tea DOt 

I East ~enCh I West ~renCh I Hoose 1 1 House 2 

16 24 
o 42 
o 3 
o 0 
5 6 
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Jurakic argued that the incorporation of Euro-Canadian goods produced an 

increasingly 'hybrid ' material culture (Jurakie 2007: 113). Ceramics, pipes, and 

tobacco functioned as items of prestige and social negotiation. She suggested that 

the Inuit at Kongu avoided trade with the Moravians and obtained pipes and 

ceramics primarily through the HBC, to the west in Ungava Bay (Jumkic 2007: 11 4). 

S ince the Inuit at Komaktorvik lived in a simi lar geographic location. it is likely that 

the preference for trading p.lnners was similar. 

It should be noted that the investigation of a wider range of materials in the 

current study has enabled a richer understanding of the overarching choices that the 

Inuit made with regard to the incorporation of Euro-Canadian goods. The increased 

information from the exam ination of other materials has refi ned Ihe dating 

suggested with ceramics. as well as demonstrating more wide-ranging trends of 

goods acq ui sition. 

Glass was one of the more abundant materials in the collections Primarily 

made up of bott le and window glass, it displayed changes o\'er time and may be 

seen to illustrate the use of Euro-Canadian goods in traditional forms (Table 6.3). 

Table 6.3: Glass 

Glass I East :enCh I West ~renCh I Hou~e 1 I House 2 

" be.d 30 7. 0 1 
bottle glass 2 • 0 2 
hollow vessel 0 0 2 2 
Jewelry 1 0 0 0 

I:ens 
0 0 1 0 

medicine bottle 0 1 0 1 
wIndow lass 2 • 0 1 
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While the bottles present at all sites were intended for alcohol. bottles do not 

definitely indicate the presence of alcohol at the site. Rather. glass vessels may 

have been adopted as hollow wares for relatively tmditional purposes. such as 

drinking vessels. Even if bottles were traded full of alcohol. their presence at these 

sites. away from trading posts may indicate a desire for reuse or sharing within the 

community. Since the Inuit spent the rmtiority of their seasonal round in sod houses 

like those at Kongu and Komaktorvik. the fmgility of glass may have been a minor 

There was also a glass ornament found in the collection from East Treneh 

(Figure 6.3). There are traces of some metal, probably from the setting. along the 

edges of the piece. 

S cm 

Figure 6.3: Glass Ornament. East Trench 

Costume jewels. along with seed beads, were IXlpular into the I<lte 1800's in 

nonhem Labrador (Kark lins 1992: 195). This ornament. a IXlpular tmde item. was 
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more likely to have been acquired through exchange. II also suggests that trade 

between the Inuit and Euro-Canadians was sufficiently well-organized for popular 

trade goods to become available. 

While glass was present at Komaktorvik in the form of wine and case 

bottles. there was a change in forms from those seen at Kongu. Changes in the type 

of glass at the site. especially the use of press molded glass. popular after the 1840's. 

indicates a change based on choice rather than availability. This change mimics the 

trend that iron follows at this site. The use of molded glass bottles and press-

moldcd vcsscls refiects ~m incoll'Oration of new glass. and pieces made using more 

fashionable techniques. It is difficult to say definitively whether the inclusion of 

these new materials represents merely their increased availabi lity through trade or 

deliberate selection. With such significant change in form only apparent in House 

2. and with no relevant material recovered from House I, these suggestions of 

choice over necessity arc tentative. 

While iron and glass show a marked increase in the r,mge of forms. 

incoll'Ontting contemporary styles. beads on the si te show a different picture. In 

panicular.thcrc is a marked differcnce between what oceurs at Komaktorvik and 

Kongu. When all other material types are increasing in variety over time. it might 

be assumed that the range of bead types would have increased. or lit least held 

(;Onstant. Beads make up a large proponion (1 1%) of the collection from East 

Trench at Kongu. usually in the fo rm of simple. inexpensive seed beads (with one 

exception). By the time the West Trench deposit was formed.lhe number of types 

ofbcads had increased . in terms of colour. form. and country of origin (Figure 6.4). 
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Scm 
Figure 6.4: (from left) Striped Bcad. Venetian Bcad. Spoucd Bead 

In addit ion to lUbe beads. there is a spoued and a striped bead. and one of 

Venetian origin. As avai lability increased, Inuit consumption pancrns Tneal more 

detai ls about choice. In direct contrast with these results arc thc beads from 

Komaklorvik. While thc single bead in "Iouse 1 might be allributed to the small 

size oflhe collection. Ihc fact Iha( only onc bead was recovered from House 2 as 

well suggests otherwise. It seems that despite Ihc increase in ilvailability and 

diversity over time. the people living at House 2 and possibly House I no longer 

considered bcllds a desirable Ir.lde good. Bcads appear to have declined in 

importance in Inuit cuhure. Tmditionally, bc .. d decoration was very important 

(KarkJins 1992: 196-198) but perhaps with the increasing consumption of Euro

Canadian goods. Euro-Canadian styles of dress were becoming more popUlar. 

White all four collections contained some traces of fabric. the quanti ty of samples 

were too small for them to be incorporated in this analysis. 
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Copper alloy occurs with the most consistency across all of the collt'Ctions. 

There is a slight increase in the frequency of copper alloy artifacts in the period 

represented by the Komaktorvik assemblages. but the usage of the material remains 

the same (Table 6.4). 

Table 6.4: Copper Alloy 

Copper Alloy 

amulet 
button 
cartridge 
coio 
jaw harp 

House 2 

""~----------~------~----~~----~----' 
It only appears in the form of firearm parts and ammunition and luxury or 

symbolic itcms (Figurc 6.5). 
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Scm 
Figure 6.5: Amulet. House J 

There arc two possible amulets in the collections, both made from copper 

alloy. The rest of the copper alloy objects arc either fragments or music-related 

ilems. From East Trench, thesc include an amulet, a ring. and a portion of ajaw 

harp. West Trench produced a bUllon as well as three jaw harp pans. Besides 

cartridge casings. the only piece of copper alloy found in House 1 is an amulel 

(Figure 6.5). The samples arc \00 small 10 evaluate any trends in material usc, but 

Ihey do reflect ils usc for non-ut ilitarian purposes. By the time ~Iousc 2 was 

occupied. the forms have changed li ll ie. There arc no jaw harps in the collection bUI 

a button, a coin, and cartridge casings occur. The increased incidence of camidgc 
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clIsings in that house may indicate a change in the acquisition of ammunition. 

While the forms of the artifacts changed over timc. their associat ion with something 

valuable remained constant. Copper alloy represents a small pan of the sample and 

with the exception of Euro-Canlldilln made ammunition. was used for luxury lind 

symbolic goods. 

Lead makes up II re latively small proportion of the collections. occurring 

only in the form of fragments or lead shot (Table 6.5). 

Table 6.5: Lead 

Lead 

circle 
cylinder 
fragment 
shot 
sQuare 

I East ~ench I West ~rench I 
o 0 
o 0 

1 
15 

In East Trench no shot WllS recovered. It is likely that the presence of rllW, 

mcltcd lead from East Trench indicates the use of shot, but the Jack of actual shot 

makes this speculative. Alternatively. KlI rklins ( 1992: 199) suggests that northern 

Llbr"dor Inuit melted pewter objects to make ornaments. lie notes that the Inuit of 

Labrador used small weights as decoration fo r clothing (Karklins 1992: 195). West 

Trench is the earliest comex! in these collect ions in which lead shot is definitely 

present. Combined with the presence of a gun screw from thi s context. fi rearms 

were clearly in usc. This may rencct " shift to tr"di ng partners more willing than 

the Moravians to provide firearms. The other lead artifact is a weight. probably 
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used in fishing, from l'louse I. The rest of the lead from House 2 is fragmentary. 

The cylinder from House I. and other pieces of lead with no obvious function, may 

indicate the usc of lead as a raw material for ammunition. fishing net weights or 

ornaments, as at East Trench. 

Jurakic (20(H) discussed the importance of smoking in Inuit culture as well 

as presenting data regarding the identification and use of pipes Crable 6.6). 

Table 6.6: Kaolin 

Some of the resu lts of the present analysis supplement her findings. For 

example. the small collections from East Trcneh produced an almost equal number 

of pipe sIems and bow ls. Since stems are generally more common on historic sites, 

this mlly be an indication of deliberate conscrvlltion of pipes. Pipe stems arc more 

fragile than the bowl, and can be discarded while the rest of the object remains in 

use (Orser 2002:423). Equal numbers of pipe stems and bowls suggest carefu l 

usage of the pipes. so as not to break them and require replacement. A future study 

of pipe stem lengths may shed more light on Ihis practice. None of the pipe stems 

in the collection are modified but it is possible that they may have served another 

purpose as decoration for clothing. like other Euro-Canadian materials (Karklins 

1992). There appears to be a greater emphasis on tobacco by the time of the 
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occupancy of the house near West Trench, as the proponion of pipes in the 

collection rises considerably. For House I. the small size of the collection may. in 

pan, explain the absence of pipes. However. the small proponion of pipes in House 

2 suggests an alternate explanation. There may have been a l:hange in trading 

panners to one with reduced access to tobacco. or there may have been .. shift in 

Inuit preferences. Since other materials were readily available in greater variety, the 

absence of pipes seems to be linked with consumcr choice mther than .. vailabil ity. 

The collection from House 2 is compambly representative to the sample fro m Ellst 

Trench and West Trench from Kongu. As a result. the conclusions are more 

substantial than those for I'louse I. making it more relevant to the examination of 

wider consumer trends. Alternative explanations for the smal l collection size 

related to House I may be thc reuse of kaolin. There are no modified specimens in 

the collection but if they were reused. perhaps they would be found in another house 

collection. However, the kaolin from House 2 also m<lkes up a small ponion of that 

collection Another alternative is a change in dumtion of feature use. It is possible 

that a house that was occupied for shorter periods of time would resuh in a different 

<lSsembl .. ge composition, as a shon-term occupation could bias the overall trends. 

Howevcr. if this were the case one would expect other artifact types to beh<lve in <I 

similar fashion. 

The main trends reve<lled by this an<llysis are an increase in roth consumer 

choice and the range of goods available through the E<tS\ Trench, West Trench. and 

House 2 sequence. Most of the shifts in patterns of consumption can be attributed 

to availability. but changes related to consumer choice arc also significant. [n 
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particular, while most goods represent utilitarian needs, the increasing visibility of 

ornamental and luxury goods may reflect patterns of choice. For example, the 

decline in beads and the sl ight increase in copper artifacts may indicate consumer 

choice in luxury items or may be attributed to more careful conservation of those 

goods. 

These results can be placed in a wider theoretical context. Gender theory is 

discussed in greater detail below. but postcolonial thcory is particularly relevant at 

Ihisjunclure. As trade became more routine, as a result of the HBC and Moravians 

pushing northward in the nineteenth century, the availability of trade goods likely 

increased (Brice-Bennett 198 1 :285,310). Instead of having 10 make Iheir tools from 

raw material such as hoop iron, premade articles became more common. The 

transition from East Trem:h to House 2 represents a gl impse of the period when 

trade was becoming more frequcllt .md the Inuit were inco'lXlrating a wider range of 

goods into their way of life. By the late nineteenth century, represented by House 2, 

and 10 a lesser degree House I and West Trench, a large variety of objects were 

readily avai lable. For example, we know from the presence of beads in Kongu that 

they were available, but the absence of large numbers of beads in Komaktorvik 

suggests a clwnge that reflects consumer choice. The decision nOl to purchase the 

same quantity of beads. even though they were available, suggests consumer desire 

within the household and perhaps the commun ity. These repeated choices, or 

adaptive strategies. would have influenced what goods tmders would have offered. 

and resulted in changes that can be considered adaptive processes. 
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Postcolonial theory also provides a useful perspective on the transition from 

using Euro-Canadian goods to create tradi tional forms of objects to using Euro

Canadian goods for their intended purposes. This is an example of the transit ion 

from tmditionallnuit culture to the cosmopolitan mix that resulted from continued 

interaction with Euro-Canadians all along the coast. The wider range of material 

culture avai lable within thc community was a direct result of the adaptation of Euro

Canadian goods within traditional culture. The communities of Kongu and 

Komaktorvik represent approximately a century of occupation within the greater 

time frame of Inuit occupat ion of North America. The process of the incorporation 

of new technology and material is onc that was ongoing atthcif arrival; this projcct 

captures a part of that cont inuous process of adaptation (Whitridge 2008:300) 

6.2 Trade Pa rtners and Opporlullitie.~ 

2. Did thc Moravian missions and Hudson's Bay Company providc different trading 

opJXlrtun ities and constraints? 

The Hudson's Bay Company and Moravian missionaries both exerted strong 

influences on thc Inuit of Komaktorvik and Kongu. Since neither group Jived nexl 

to an outpost. their influence was more indirect than domineering. Jurakic (2007) 

has suggested that the relationship between Ihe Momvian missionaries and the Inuit 

of Kongu was not particularly friendly. and thaI the laller nl<ly have tmded with the 

l'ludson's BllY Company in Ungava Bay 10 avoid thc Momvians. Inuit were known 
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at the Hudson's Bay Company post in Ungava Bay as an eastern coast group that 

would come to the area for tmde (Turner 2001: 176). While Turner does not indicate 

whether nonhern Labrador Inuit traded in Ungava Bay, he docs say that the HBC 

workers knew of Inuit traders from this area. Jurakic's analysis of the ceramics and 

pipes from Kongu and Komaktorvik suggests that the HBC was a primary trading 

panner based on artifacts with direct links to that supplier (Jumkie 2007: 114). 

An example of long-term differentiation between the policies of Moravian 

missionaries and Hudson's Bay Company traders was the eventual change in policy 

regarding sell ing firearms to the Inuit. Initi ally, the HBC did not scI! guns to the 

Inuit (Barr 1994: 24 1). nor did the Moravians. In 1785, the Moravians began to 

change their policies, and offered trade in firearms, in an effort to keep the Inuit 

from trading elsewhere (Stopp 2009:61). Clearly Euro-Canadian opinions regarding 

firearms and the Inuit changed. Thi s is borne out by the Euro-Canadian emphasis 

on fox trapping. Since guns enabled hunters to obtain caribou alone, or in much 

smaller groups, they were left with more time to pursue activities that the tmdcrs 

considcred profitable, such as fur trapping. No longer required en masse, hunters 

could go in smaller groups when necessary. rather than spending the extra time 

required to coordinate a largcr hunting party. Gun usc is reflected at Kongu (West 

Trench) in the form of a gun screw and lead shot, so by this period the Inuit had 

access to fireanns. There were several ways in which they could have obtaincd 

them. In the first place, both the Moravians and the HBC may have traded in 

firearms by the mid-nineteenth century. Before this, Inuit may have traded for guns 

through their tradit ional middlemen in southern Labrador. However, Jurakic's 
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(2007) ceramic and pipe evidem;e suggests the Iludson's BlIY Compllny were the 

major providers of ammunition and firearms. This suggests that the middleman 

system was drastically reduced in imponance if it was even present. as Euro

Canadian outposts were geographically much closer to Kongu and Komaktorvik by 

the middle of the nineteenth century. 

Gullason (1999:80) suggests that the Inuit of the Eastern Arctic were not as 

interested in the alcohol trade as other native groups. The Dutch were known to 

have tried to trade alcohol during their sojourn on the Labrador co.. 1St without 

success (Kaplan 1983: 163). Both of these authors suggest that alcohol may not 

have been a significant trade good in nonhern Labrador during this period. although 

the presence ofbol1les at both sites suggests some m.1Y have been acquired. As 

diseussed earlier in the chapter. there is a trend at both Kongu and Komaktorvik 

away from the incorporation of Euru-Canadian goods for traditional Inuit purposes. 

towards using them for their manufaclUred purposes. Thus, the glass finds may 

represent the use of hollow vessels for an alternative purpose as discussed earlier. 

There is no indication that empty bott les were traded: however. their use indicates 

either the transportation of alcohol to be sh<lfed within the community or the 

transportation of then empty bottles for reuse. 

The other general policy difference between the Moravians and the Hudson's 

Bay Company that may appear archaeologically relates to the use of tobacco. The 

MOf<lvian missionaries discoumged tobacco usage (Kleivan 1966;71 ). It is possible 

that this may Ix: directly linked to the change in frequency of pipe fragments in 

Kongu and Komaktorvik. At Kongu there was a marked increase in the number of 
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tobacco pipes between East Trench and West Trench. suggesting an increased use of 

pipes. This shows that either the Moravian opinion of tobacco use had lillie effect 

on the Inuit of Kongu or that the HBC was more will ing to providc it. The laller is 

more likely since the Ii BC was the largest provider of ceramics at Kongu (Jurakic 

2007). However. by the late nineteenth century occupation of Komaktorvik. pipes 

had become less prominent. This may reflect a change in community choice. 

However. the Inuit living there must have traded wi th the HBC in Nachvak Fjord 

(Jurakic 2007). The reduct ion in pipe, and perhaps tobacco usc, at Komaktorvik 

may renect Inuit choices since cigarettes didn't become popular until later (Musk 

and Dc K1crk 2003:287). Further investigation of contemporaneous houses in the 

community may confinn or refute these results. The apparent demand for tobacco 

at Kongu may renect a nouting of Moravian opinions or indicate that the HBC was 

a primary trading pan ncr by the mid-nineteenth century, when the house associated 

with West Trench was occupied. 

6.3 Gender Patterns 

3. Are their significant gendered patterns in the sons of trade goods that were 

consumed? 

In attempting to understand the social factors underlying the consumer 

cho ices made at Kongu and Komaktorvik. gender theory provides a useful 

perspective. Patterns can be detected both within individual collections, 
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representing adaptive strategies. and through time. representing adaptive processes 

(Bennett 1969). Gender divisions within Inuit society structurcd social relations. 

and must have influenced materi,,1 choices as a result. 

By the late nineteenth century. when House 2 was occupied. there appean; to 

have been a distinct change in how matcrial was uscd in rela tion to gendercd tasks. 

This may be due to the increasing adoption of imported goods. many of which were 

associated with female occupations. There was also an increase in the consumption 

of iron art ifacts. most of which were associated with male tasks. An important 

effect of the adaptive processes in which the Inuit of Kongu and Kornaktorvik were 

engaged was a change in what Euro-Canadians offered thcm as tradc goods. 

The material fro m House I is unusual. likely due to the small size of the 

collect ion (only 57 specimens). There was only one artifact that was "ssociated 

with female activities (a single bead). The rest of the collection wa~ made up of 

art ifacts associated with gender inclusive or male tasks. 

The collection associated with House I may be unrepresentati ve of the 

inhabitants' activities due to excavation practices. Despite an effort to produce 

representative results, the paucity of the collec\ion may result in insoluble biases. 

As a result. the comparatively small collection from House I may be inadequate for 

comparison with the other assemblages. However. many oflhe artifacts are relevant 

to the discussion and results will be incorporated where possible (Table 6.7). 
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Table 6.7: Collection Organization by Material 

Category I Kongu I Kongu I Komaktorvik, I Komaktorvlk 
Ea st Trench West Trench House 1 House 2 

% % % % 
iron 
ceram ic 
glass - bead 
kaolin - pipe 
glass - various 
lead 
copper alloy 
composite 
cork/glass 

Total 

44 26 S S6 
32 32 18 24 
11 9 
7 2. 
3 4 

<1 
<1 <1 
0 0 

100 100 

2 
o 
11 
5 

13 
2 

101 

<1 
3 
5 

<1 

• 
<1 

All collections' gender results are broken down below (T:Jble 6.8). :Jnd 

overall trends are discussed at the end of thiseh:Jpter. 

T:Jble 6.8: Collection Size by Gendcr and Age 

Gender 
Inclusive 
Female 
Male 
Child 

Total 

38 296 12 19 
41 97 1 8 
20 36 11 24 
o 0 

99 433 24 

100 

51 

In East Trench. iron was used primarily for tools linked to male tilsks. with 

the exception of some tr:Jditiomllly female associated anifacts such as ulus and awls. 

More knife blades, linked to male tasks. were present than ulu blades. linked to 

female usc. This may be rel:Jtcd to tmding pr:Jctices. as O<lt knife blades were 

effectively pren1:Jde. while ulus needed to be fashioned from sheets of iron. 
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H.owever. the artifacts in this collection suggest individual manufacture for all of the 

blades. This indicates that thc prescnee of more knives associated with male 

activities than knives associated with female is unlikcly to be attributable to trade 

practices, since both blades appear to be hand-made rather than industrially 

produced. Therefore, the gendered make-up of the iron collection may be secn as a 

reflection of the social group within that house. unrelated to interaction with outside 

traders. This may suggest a greater importance placed on male·associated activities. 

or a greater number of men present in this house. 

Beads represent the most abundant category of artifacts associated with 

female tasks, and would have formed part of ornaments (necklaces. earrings. 

bracelets) or have been attached to clothing. A copper alloy amulet from East 

Trench provides a hint of the possible presence of shamans. or a third gender. 

Whi le all genders and ages cou ld have worn amu lets, the possibility of the presence 

of a third gender is important to consider (Laugrand and Oosten 2008). It 

dcmonstrates the possibility of a shaman within the community. This may be 

important in relation to trade patterns si nce the Moravians did not approve of 

shamans (Klei van 1966:69). The Moravians also considered the community of 

Nachvak to be uncooperative (Jurakic 2007: 15), an opinion perhaps related to the 

presence of a shaman in the community. A different amulet form occurs in House 

I. The relatively small proportion of copper alloy within the collection emphasizes 

the former's importance. Indeed. ,mmlets were often made of precious materials 

(Laugrand and Oosten 2008:70). Regardless of whether the ornament represents the 

presence of a shaman. it can be considered an important Object: "With respect to 
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Inuit miniatures. we should thus not pay too much attention to our western 

distinctions .. . but rather see them <IS powerful objects endowed with transformative 

power for better or worse" (Laugrand and Oosten:81). The focus is on the point in 

which the difference between the ri tual and ornamental use of an object fade 

(Ltugr.md and Dosten 2008:79). This applies both to miniatures and amulets. The 

presence of this type of object in both East Trench ;:lI1d House I indicates the 

possibi lity that shamans were present in these communities. It is also possible that 

these pieces represent decorative objects or personal amulets. Since amulets could 

have been used by everyone, their presence on the site docs not definitely confirm 

the presence of .. shaman. As .. result. the amulets were tre:lted as ornaments in this 

analysis. 

There arc very few differences in the composition of the West Trench and 

East Trench collections. There are twice as many art ifacts associated with female 

tasks as there are with male, while gender inclusive artifacts are almost as abund;:lIIl 

as those related 10 female occupations. Beads rcmain an important category of 

female-related materi<ll cult ure in this collection. West Trench <lIsa produced the 

only direct indication of chi ldren in the collections, in the fonn of the necks from 

porcelain dolls. There is also <In iron artifact that may be <I child's ulu or ulu 

preform. 

Before continuing to House 2, where the gender composition changes. some 

conclusions can be drawn. The breakdown of gender associated artifacts. and the 

use of relatively traditional materials in East and West Trench, indicates that 

traditional tools were largely associated with fema le activities or with gender 
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inclusive ones. When manufactured tools were adopted. <l slightly different pallern 

ensued: after gender inclusive, the largest related grouping was male. Gender 

inclusive is consistently the most significant grouping, perhaps suggesting that a 

large portion of the materials associated with the houses in Kongu reflect an 

egalitarian use of Euro-Canadian resources. 

In House 2, iron is associated predominantly with objects rclated to male 

tasks Artifacts associated with female tasks make up only a small proportion of the 

collection. being composed of a single bead and a small portion of the remaining 

material types. As discussed above. it is possible that the presem;e of more Euro

Canadian artifacts in the toolkit changed how artifacts were linked to gendcr. The 

ceramics present are all associated with gender inc lusive use. Hollow vessels 

predominate by this period. though this may be due to community preferences rather 

than gender influences. 

The coin is re latcd to gender inclusive usc. as thcy "'ere oftcn used for 

decoration by males and females (Gullason 1999). The medicine bottle is also 

considered a gender inclusive art ifact as it represents the integration of Euro

Canadian goexis that were becoming more prevalent in the collection from House 2. 

The rest of the glass is predominantly of gender inclusive use as wcll. 

The largely male-associated category remains that of ammunition. Despite 

the changes in the gendered make-up of artifacts from House 2. those changes may 

be related to the incorporation of more Euro-Cmadian goods. many of which are 

related to male activities, a possible indication of the gender of those active in trade. 

However. if this was the case, illhrows into queslion the composition of the 
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assemblages from the earlier houses, which include more itcms associated with 

female tasks. It may be that the variation in gendered breakdown reflects changes in 

the kinds of materials that were being acquired or possibly sample size. As the 

paHern in East Trench suggests acquisition of utili tarian trade goods, the usc of 

Euro-Cafl<ldian materials was restricted to those artifacts that were associated with 

important activities, such as the production of clothing, and tools related to 

subsistcnce. Thcre were more female-related serving dishes as well. In West 

Trench and l'louses I and 2. there is a trend towards the incorporation of more 

luxu ry items. As well, many of the tools needed for male activities beeame 

available in Euro-Canadian materials. such as the mctal drill bits. A furthcr 

examination of the gender-associated organization of al l the collections, including 

both traditional and Euro-Canadian materials. may indicate whether the trends 

observed with the Euro-ClIOadian material arc biased and are only present at these 

sitcs. or whether they oceur aeross the region as a whole. 

The results of this project shed an informative light on thc Inuilliving in 

Kongu ,md Komaktorvik. Thc East Trench assemblage reflects a mostly traditional 

lifestyle. in which Euro-Canadian goods wcre assimilatcd 10 long established 

practices. Iron ulus were used instead of stone ones, ;:lIld Euro-Canadian beads for 

clothing decoration instead of ivory or stone ornaments. The way in which artifacts. 

and therefore ac tivities, wcre gendered remained similar to traditional paHcrns. 

West Trench, and to a lesser degree House 1, reflects a blurring of this 

pattern. More and more Euro-Ctnadian goods made their appearance and they were 

adapted for new sorts of activities. Pipes. for cxample, became much more 
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prominent in West Trench, and there are more beads and pre-made Euro-Canadian 

artifacts. Inuit were beginning to not onl y replace traditional materials but to 

incorporate Euro-Canadian variants. and novel types of material culture. 

By the time House 2 was occupied. a new hybrid of Inuit and Euro-Canadian 

culture had emerged. This was the next step in a transition that was already visible 

in East Trench, but which became more visible and concrete by House 2. Thi s 

house represents a society in which Euro-C:madian artifacts were purchased and 

used in increasingly standardized ways. The presence of firearms indicates a 

distinct change in the economy represented at the site as well. The changes brought 

about through the adoption of Euro-Canadian goods were accelerated through an 

increased Euro-Canadian innuence on activities such as trapping and fi shing. 

Gendered activity lines were also altered with the incorporation of Euro-Canadian 

goods and the ideals that underlay them, such as appropriate times for work. and 

which tasks should be gender specific (e.g. eleaning of skins for trade). 

Postcolonial theory suggests that these gradual changes and incorporations 

are signs of the innuence of a colonizer on the people it encounters. Innuence is 

more indirectly seen in the archaeological record of Kongu .md Komaktorvi k. This 

suggests that as the Inuit adapted Euro-Canadian materials into their traditional 

frameworks and then changed those frameworks, they were in curn innuencing the 

Euro-Canadians they came in to contact with. It was a dynamic relationship 

apparent through the changing goods provided in trade. Those changes are as much 

a result of consumer choice as availability. Both are equally important when 
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viewing the relationship between Inuit and Euro-Canadians through the postcolonial 

framework. 

Trends apparent in the make-up of the collection include an increase in the 

avai lability of Euro-Canadian trade goods over time. There are also changes in the 

patterns of choice exercised by the Inuit. not just in what was available but also in 

what Inuit sought to acquire. Their consumer choices affected the goods offered by 

Euro-CanadiantradeTS. 
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Chllpter Se\'cn: Conclusions and Future Directions 

This project focused on the examination of transitions in Inuit consumer 

choices during the late eighteenth through early twentieth century, as represented by 

four contexts at two sites in nonhern Labrador. As was discussed in Chapter 2, 

during the late eighteenth 10 early nineteenth century, Inuit began to have more 

face-In-face Contact with Euro-Canadian traders and missionaries in northern 

Labrador. This increase in contact led to an Inuit society in the nonh that was more 

technologically hybrid. incorporat ing Euro-C:madian goods not on ly as raw material 

for Inuit-made items, but also for the culturally exotic purposes for which they were 

intendcd. Poslcolonialtheory suggests that this is an example of an equitable 

relationship between Eurn-Canadian traders (the colonizers) and the Inuit of Kongu 

and Komaktorvik (the colonies). 

The other focus of this project was on the way gender divisions affected, and 

were affected by. the purchase of consumer goods. The application of gender 

thcory in a practical selling suggests viable reasons for consumer choices and their 

relationship with traders. Changes in both individual artifact choice and overall 

material ratios were examined. These changes took the form of an increase in the 

incorpomtion of varied Euro-Canadian material culture within traditional Inuit 

lifestyles. This researeh elucidates the transition from a traditional society that 

incorporated Eurn-Canadian materials into tool kits to a hybrid onc that used tools 

in what Euro-Canadians would consider a conventional fashion. While some of 

these choices may be linked pri marily to the avai lability of goods at tmding 
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cstablishmcms. evcn this would havc becn affected by what thc Inuit sought at 

various timcs as thcir rcquiremcnts changcd what materials werc imported. 

The incorpowtion of outside samples was an attempt 10 alleviate concern 

ovcr sample sizc in this projcct The available information in the catalogues for 

Ivitak. Uivak Point and Oakcs Bay did not permit an examination of the gender 

question regarding the material from these sites. Once it could be determined that 

the material organization of the collections from Komaktorvik and Kongu was 

typical for this culture and time pcriod. focus could be placed on gendering the 

primary collections. Further research on the sites included in the comparative 

sample may suggest more widespread trends of gender association. but this project 

focused on Kongu and Komaktorvik as an example of Euro-Canadian influence on 

Inuit material culture. 

The primary findings of this project relate to tool use associated with gender 

and its relationship to consumer choice. In an effort to aid in the explanation of 

these choices. this project sought to understand the relationship betwecn activities. 

gender. and the related tools. The final conclusions are somewhat general in nature. 

The ratio of gender-associated tools changed from an almost c\·cn valuc in the more 

traditional period representcd by East Trench in Kongu. to a morc heavily male

skcwed one in House 2. Komaktorvik. The change is from 36 femalc-associlllCd 

artifacts compared to 19 male-associated oncs in East Trench. to three timcs as 

many male-(2I) compared to female-llssociated ones (7) in 1·louse 2. Understanding 

the changes expressed at these sites may elucidate the relationships between gender 

ideologics and their practical application in a society as this applies to consumer 
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culture. Researchers employing gender theory seek \0 investigate the role of gender 

within society lmd through thllt investigation. it seems as though we can sec gender 

through the practical patterns of material consumption. It may also reveal more 

about the relationship the Inuit had with their trJ.ding partners. The relationship 

between Euro-Canadian traders and the Inuit of Kongu and Komaktorvik appears to 

have been an equal one. The interaction was not based on exploitation. It was a 

symmetrical relationship between two cultures that developed over time. simi lar to 

Inuit and their Euro-Canadian contem)XJraries in Nain (Cabak and Loring 2000) 

While the main conclusions address more overarchi ng questions and indicate 

ways in which this project can be expanded on, this research successfully addressed 

the questions set OUi m the beginning. The specific conclusions arc as follows: 

I. The sites at East Trench and West Trench at Kongu and House 2 at Komaktorvik 

demonstrate a successive transition to a culture more materially hybrid than 

traditional, visible through the changes in Euro-Canadian goods. 

2. There was a cultural transition from the usc of Euro-Canadian material in 

traditional Inuit forms to the use of unaltered Euro-Canadian forms within Inuit 

culture. 

3. Although ceramics may indicate a eontem)XJT1u), date among sites. an 

examination of the entire collection (this project: Swinarton 2(08) demonstrates a 

tem)XJral shift in subsistence activities and consumer choice. 

4. There was a transition in the types of goods the Inuit of Kongu and Komaktorvik 

chose. In the period represented m Kongu. emphasis was placed on materials. such 
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as hoop iron. which could be easily transformed into tradi tional tool forms as well 

as ornamental goods. By the period oftillle represented at Konmktorvik. this had 

changed to a more utilitarian acquisition and use of Euro-Canadian material. 

The fi rst research question concerned the overall ch:mges in trade goods 

over time. The results of the project reveal a period of transition to a more hybrid 

society, produced through an equitable relationship that shaped the trade encounter. 

As in Cabak and Loring's study (2000) in Nain. thc process of supply and demand 

inextricably links the changes in trade goods offered through the di rect choice of 

traders and the communities thcy represented. For example. the increased use of 

beads and their subsequent drop in importance indicatcs changes in commun ity 

preferences. It appears that trade was steady enough during the period represented 

by this project that the availabili ty of Euro-Canadian goods also increased. Jurakic 

(2007) suggested that the Inuit of Kongu might have been trading almost enti rely 

with the HBC either to the west or the south. or that they traded with middlemen 

who had access to HBC wares. The time period represented by the houses at 

Komaktorvi k coincides with the operation of an HBC post at Nachvak Fjord. only 

29 ki lometers away in the next fjord to the south. The geographic proximity of th is 

post, in addition to Jurakic's (2007) suggestion that the ~IBC were a primary trading 

partner for the sett lement of Kongu, suggests that Inuit engaged with one primary 

Euro-Canadian trading partner throughout this period. Thus. changes in trade good 

assemblages can be assigncd to community dcmand rather than changcs in trading 

partners. 
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The second research question addressed how the differences in trading 

panncrs must affect thc asscmblagc compositions. As the prinKlry trading panner. 

the HBC, is argued to have remained consistent throughout this period, changes in 

ani fact assemblage may therefore be linked to community preference. However, 

the shift in material use suggests that adaptive processes or gradual changes had 

more of an impact on consumer choice than trading panner. For example. there was 

a change in faunal assemblagcs in Kongu to a more trade-related animal choice over 

time (Swinanon 2008). 

The third question focused on the gendered aspect of trade. In an effon to 

understand the motivations behind the trade choices Inuit madc. anifacts were 

codcd by the gender of the primary user. The general result is that a close gender 

parity in trade goods is indicated for the earlier time period, represented by East 

Trench in Kongu, but this changed to a larger gulf between male and female 

consumption patterns in the later assemblages. House 2 demonstrates three times as 

many male·associated anifacts as fema le. 

The implications of this rescarch can easily be extended, as this was the first 

gender-influenced study of changing consumer choice in this region. Comparisons 

with othcr Inuit sites could be made, both pre-contact and historic. A more 

extensive study of the relationship betwcen gcndcr and thc choice of material s for 

tools could be attempted. while the application of othcr theoretical perspectives may 

also suggest alternative reasons for the pattern of consumer choice that was 

observed. 
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The project wuld also be expanded to encompass different time periods. 

The present research focused only on the Euro-Canadian material collected from the 

houses in Kongu (lale eighteenth 10 mid nineteenth century) and Komaktorvik (mid 

nineteenth to early twentieth (;entury). but it wou ld be relevant to determine if the 

trends represented here arc reneetive of earlier patterns of material use. 

Alternatively, the other samples from Ivitak. Oakes Bay. and Uivak Point (Table 

5.9) could be broken down into analogous time periods. 

The final results Oflhis work are concerned with the relationships between 

the Inuit, their material culture. and their trading panners. This incorporation began 

in these sites as the usc of new materials in traditional forms, and eventually shifted 

10 the usc of new 1001 types within Inuit culture. It has also suggest(;d a way in 

which tradi t ional gender divisions within non hem Labrador Inuit groups may have 

changed through increased contact with Euro-Canadian groups. The sites of Kongu 

and Kornaktorvik represent 11 shun period within the larger process of cultural 

adaptation of the Inuit 10 Nonh American environments and eventually Euro

Canadian culture. 
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Appendix Key: 

I - Inclusive 

F-Femalc 

M - Male 

C -Child 

rew - Refined Eaohenware 

b - pipe bowl 

s - pipe stcm. number refers to size of bore ex: 4 = 4/64" 

-numbers in reference to beads refcrto typology in Kidd and Kidd (1970) 

Ccramie terminology is summarized from Jurakic (2007). 
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Appendix 1: East Trench. Kongu Euro-CanadianArtifcts 

Catll Feature 
T424Ef 

2684ET 
I689Tf 

'Ton 

;Descnption 
Iron nail fra 
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Appendix 2: West Trench, Kongu Euro-Canad ian Artifacts 

Material iDeseription Negriin Jurakie 

rew-anb, banded slipwarc, cable, bowl 

151 I WTSn leeramie rew-tp brown, brown transfer orint 

1512 WTSn !ceramic 

H-:-Nt+~+;---t~~~;~:-~ 

brown,trdnsferprint brown, "Copeland," p!ate 

relV.rim. blue banded 
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Appendix 2 : West Trench, Kongu Euro-Canadian Arti facts 

Calli Fealure Malerial 
1624 WTST2 

1626 WTST2 ceramic 
1630 WTST2 ceramic 

WTST2 ceramic 

ceramic 
1717 WTST2 
1724 WTST2 

1726 WTST2 ceramic 

1730 WTST2 ceramic 
1735 WTST2 ceramic 

1737 WTST2 

Dcseri lion 
Ceramic 
Ceramic 

Ceramic 
.Ceramic 
Ceramic 
Ceramic rim 
fro 

Ceramic 
Ceramicfrall.s 
:Ccramichandle 
fro 

Nell.riin Jurakic 
rcw-mono, biuc hand oainlcd mOli f 

rcw-Ip brown, lransfer prim brown, 'Copeland", fil 1925, plate 
rew,sDQnll.ed 

rew-tpvioiel , violellransferprintleavesandacoms,cu 
rew-Ipbrown,brownlransferprint,brick 
rew-Iobrown,brownlransferprint,eu 

rew-IPib,lip, transfer print flow blue, eu 
rew-tp turquoise, turquoise lransferprint floralw/figure, fit 
1679 

··r·e~~anb,··bandcd ·;ijp~;~e ;·b(;:;;·:j"" ··· .... --'-"y '-

rew,handlefil1684eu 
1738WTST2 'Ceramic rew-tpfb, transfer print flow blue, eu 

_ ! _Z~~_~I,I'I~n_ Iceramic ._. __ S_~.~~i~_ ... __ .. _ .• __ .. __ .... _ .. _ .. _._ .. _ . .. ~~~.:;t':YJ .Y..~l!!?~ .. ~~_~~_~_~L __ _ 
iCcramicrim 

-H11·~~·H .. -·t~~~~tZ·-·-" -~~~~~TZI _~~~:_tl?_~.'Ji.P.L.!~~_i!.f~E..P..d..I!.LI19.:-:,:,_~J:!lS __ E~ .. ___ ... _. __ ;L .... ___ ... 
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Appendix 2: West Trench, Kongu Euro-Canadian Artifacts 

Cat # .Feature IMaterial iDescriotion NeJ!riin lurakic 

1767 'WTST2 Ceramic screen rew-to !urQuoisc, turQuoisetransferprintflornlw/fiJ!ure 
iCeramichandle 

1 1 10'clWI'")I<' 11:<.:r"fIlfl: fn.!; rew,hand le,(e~ 

1924WTST2 

1925 iWTST2 
~WTSf2 

1938\VTST2 
-194fwTST2 

1~,.~TST2 
1954.WTST2 
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Appendix 2: West Trench, Kongu Euro-Canadian Artifacts 

Jurnkic 
rew·scsp, scottish pink sponge painted w/£reen band 
rew·anb, banded slipware, bowl 
rew·anca,slipware,cablcd,cu 

rew, drilled 

rew.anb,]ip,bandeds]ipwarc,cu 
rew'anb, lip, bandedslipwarc 

,rint, fit 2386/205L CUi 

cew, red eathenware, light brown .£laze 
rcw-anb, bandcdslipwarc 

rew-anbma.slipware.bandcdlmarblc 
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Appendix 2: West Trench, Kongu Euro-Canadia n Artifacts 

Cat#Fcaturc Material 
2385'WTST2 

2386.\VTSn 

2388!WTST2 

2589 WTST2 !ceramic 

2590WTsn 
259lWTsn 
2592;WT5T2 !ccramic 

WT5T2 ceramic 

2595 WTST2 
Ceramic drilled 
rimsherd 

Nc ri'n 

db1c#, also iron 
nailfra 

Jurakic 
rew-t liiii-e-, blue transfer rim 

rew-t blue, Ii ,bluetrdnsfer rint,fiI2364,cu 

rew-anb,bandedslipware 

~reen, green transfer prinl, cu 

rew-yw, yellow ware, slipware while banded 
rew-anma, slipware, marbled 

rew-anb.lio.drilledbandedslioware.cu 
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Appendix 2: West Trench, Kongu Euro-Canadian Artifact s 

Cllt # Feature IMaterial 

;;~~ ~~~~j; I~ee~a:~ 
3456 WTsn 

Description Negriin 
Ceramic 
Stoneware salt

lazed 

Jurakic Gender 

SgS, salt glazed stoneware, wheel thrown 

rew, lip, banded 

few-anb, banded slipware 

rew-anb, fit 189612340, banded siipware, bowl 
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Appendix 2: West Trench, Kongu Euro-Canadian Artifacts 

Description NCJ;:riin Jurakic Gender 

Ceramic screen rcw 

Ceramic screen 'Tcclain, doll nC{:k? 
~ Irintbrick 

1463 WTST2 co , 
1011 WTS lass 
1189WTS lass 
1190,WTS 

clear, window 
1198 \VTST2 ~ 'M 

curved neck, 
clear, medicine 

134 1 WTST2 IgJass Glass bottle 

1346WTSn II!1aSS 

dark olive 
green,wLnc 

Glass bottle 
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Appendix 2: West Trench, Kongu Euro-Canadian Artifacts 

Cat'; Feature Material 
1060 \VTS iron 
1061 \VTS 
1062 \VTS 
1064 \VTS Iron 
I079WTS liron 

Descri tion 
Iron nail 
Irondrillcd 
Iron 
Iron buckle 
Iron 

Ne2riin 

~n 
buckle 

t!i:~ii ::f:;; -,--,--::~~~":':"'::~~!::~;::~f{'d 
I~}.~~IS. _li.~.n_ Iron knife blade iron knife blade 

1273WTS iron 
1274WTS iron 
1275 WTS iron 

1280 WTS iron 
1281WTS iron 

Irondrillcd ulu? 
lronfral.! fra 
lronnailfrag nailfra 

Iron nail frag squarc nail head 
ilron fra2 fra2s 

square with 
hole drilled in 

1282 WTS Iron drilled centre 
1195 WTSn iron Iron frn 
1200 WTSn liron Iron 2 fral.!s 

_.L~@~~!.~E.J~2!!._ .... _ .. _ ... _ .. j l.!O!1 . . __ .. _._ ... __ ._.£~P.0.:r.U~.g.~_ .... 

1322 WTSn liron lroo 

2 frngs, one 
endblade 
,reform 

Jurakic Gender 

'M 
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Appendix 2: West Trench, Kongu Euro-Canadian Artifacts 

Description 
lIronfrags 
Ironfra 
~ 

Iron nail 
ironfrags 

~iin 
frags 

vessel rim 
~ 
nail 
fr3I!s 

frags 

Jurakic Gender 

1722 WTSn iron Iron kettle fra s t handle base 'F 

tt~:~Itft:~;!t~::::~:::·~!~:~E~~=::~~ ___ _ 
1752 WTsn Iron Iron frag folded stno? 
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Appendix 2: West Trench, Kongu Euro-Canadian Artifacts 

Cat # Feature IMatcrial 

1763 WTSn 

1926WTsn 

1941 WTSn li_':2n 
1944 WTSn 

1948 WTSn 

Description NCl.!riin 
Ironfrags 

frags 

t1ronnail screcnnail 
Iron frag knife 
blade knife blade 

Ironfragdrilled drilled.uni. 

Jurakic Gender 
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Appendix 2: West Trench, Kongu Euro-Canadian Artifacts 

Cat # Feature IMaterial iDescriotion Negriin lurakic Gender 

Tlronnai l/spikc mod. nail, fish 
2089 wTSn li ron modified? hook M 
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Appendix 2: West Trench, Kongu Euro-Canadian Artifacts 

Cat# Feature IMaterial 

2329 WT512 liron 

2391 WTSTI 
2393 WTSTI 
2394WTS12 
2401 \\'TS12 liron 
2472'\VTSTI 

2.4?~Y!:rST.~ liron 

2511 \VTSTI 

2513 WTSTI 

Desuiption NelZriin Jurakie 
Iron frags 

I!!~nnail 

lronfr3lZS 
Iron nail SE 

luad 

nakes 

nail 
flakes 

~ 

'~~~~!l~~i'j 10 •. _- ... 
fishhook 
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Appendix 2: West Trench, Kongu Euro-Canadian Art ifacts 

DescriPtion Negriin Jurakic Gender 
strapping. 

Iron heavy band hammcrcd hole 
Ironfrag fra 
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Appendix 2: West Trench, Kongu Euro-Canadian Artifacts 

Cat# Feature Material Deseri tion Ne'ri·n Jurakie Gender 
2301 WTsn lead Lead shot lcadshot M 
2320 WTSn Lead shot lcadshot M 

Lead shot lead shot iM 
eleadshot M 

;M 

uni.ironobjeet, 
dblenumber, 
also aqua bead 

14S4WTSn lass Bead blue lal3 
1460WTSn lass Bead red IIa21 
1480WTSn lass Bead white laSes 
148l.WTsn lass Bead blue lal3 
1482wTSn lass IBeadbluc 
1485 WTsn S.!~.~~ __ ._i J:J.e:ll.~. \y.~i~c '.::~{~' i"4·sfi,VTSfi l~, Bead white 
1499WTSn lass Bead white 
IS07WTSn lass Bead white 

Bead black 

: :~~:~+;H -~:{~ __ :::~~~tl" __ :::~j} - .... __ .. _ ...... _._. __ ._ .. _ .. ______ . ___ ._ .. _ ..... ___ .. E_ 

1641 WTSn lass Bead lal3 
16.if\VTsT2·-· lass ·---·-~--··---· ia? · 
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Appendix 2: West Trench, Kongu Euro-Canadian Artifacts 

2518WTsn Iglass 
2547 WTSn iglass Bead white 

H~~W:::Hl-~:~~:-~-~:i;:t:'" 2 

2834WTSn 121ass 'fraes ial4 

Jurakic 
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Appendix 2: West Trench, Kongu Euro-Canadian Artifacts 

! _~~J .~'0:.~'!~. 

1861 WTSn 

Material Description Ncgrijn 
P ipc bowl fra 
~wlfra 
Pinefra 

Jurakic 
-b-

I> 
I> 

" 
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Appendix 2: West Trench, Kong u Euro-Canadian Artifacts 

Cal # Feature Material Jurakie Gender 

3487.WTST2 
3488WTST2 i, " 

" 
" 

ipe 

3503 .WTST2 p..~~ .. .. "]"" .......... _,. 
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Appendix 2: West Trench, Kongu Euro-Canadian Artifacts 

C;~~ ~~~;; I~r;erial 
3507 \VTST2 Pipe 
3508 \VTST2 Dlpe 
3509 \VTST2 'pipe 

35l8 .WTST2 

3519 .WT$T2 

3520WT$T2 

3521 WTST2 Ipi 

3522.WTST2 

Description 
Pi~stemfra! 
Pioebowl fra 
Pi 

Pipe bowl frag 
.screen 
Pipe bowl frag 
.screen 
Pipe bowl frag 

Pipe bowl frag 

Ne2riin Jurakic ..-
b 

Gender -,-

... ~-~~L~~!.~T.Lr-!~-.... -.. - - t~~~<:~~~,fi,.-~;;-·"-- -- ~-- ------.--------.---.-.. ----- .--- --. --.. _ .... _--.-.-.- '---1 
3524WTsn Ipi 
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